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Attempts have been made, largely on intuitive grounds,
to arrive at the dimensions that describe l-eisure activities.
The extent to which l-eisure activities are simil-ar or
substitutable has al-so received attention' This study,
using multidimensional- scaling (lvl,¡.s. ), assessed the
perceived similarity and substitutability of 20 leisure
activities, and the extent to which these concepts are
congruent. Since standard methods of data coll-ection for
M,D,S. with many stimul-i are general-1y laborious, two afternatives were tested in addition to the standard complete
paired-compari son design. An incomplete paired=compari son
design and a sorting procedure were used to determine if
they reproduce the results of the standard method.
One hundred and thirty-four University of Manitoba
undergraduates were tested from which the data of 72J were
subsequentl-y analysed. Students were assigned to one of
six groups representing either a similarity or substitutability set and one of the three data coltection methods,
Ab

strac

Nonmetric M.D.S, analyses on eight data sets were

with the KYST program, and the data from t]ne LjO%
Similarity and Substi-tutability Groups were further analysed
conducted

using the INDSCAI program. Other ar.ralyses, including cluster
analysis, property-fitting, and factor matching, provided
supplementary information for the interpretation of M.D.S,
solutions,

A three dimension solution with stress of ,o97 in the
KYST analysis and accounting fot 4l+% of the variance in the
INDSCAI, analysis was sel-ected to represent the IOO/" SimíIar'

ity Group's data. An athletic /non-atinl-eti c actívity
dimension was refl-ected in the first dimension of this and
al-1 other sol-utions ' The second and third dimensions seemed
to reflect group/individual and so cial-ente rtairment/
inciiv.idual-involvement variation.
The three dimension sol-ution of the 100ø Substitut-

a stress of .116 and accounted for 36% of
the variance ' The first dimension reflected athletic/nonathl-etic activity variation while the second and third
dimensions were correlated with group/individual and mental
ínvol-vement properties, respectively.
KYST analyses were conducted for the incomplete pairedcomparison data, but with the exception of the first dimension theee were not the same as the 1001 Groups. An inadequate sample size and possibly larger error might account
for this. Tv¡o sets of data from each of the sorting groups
were anàlysed with the KYST program. These seemed to produce
M.D,S. solutions very similar to the !OO% Groups,
the M.D.S, solution of the IOO/" Simllari ty Group is
similar to an earlier M.D.S, study wi-th fewer stímulí, and
is related to intuitive formul-ations. Interpretation of
results indicates that similarity and substitutability are
not the same. Some problems and shortcomings of both the
substitutability and sorting anal.yses are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Man has always engaged

in leisure activities' but ln

recent years factors such as shorter work weeks
increased rnobility have l-ead.

available for them'

tory

ways

to increasing

Many people have

and

amormts

of

time

not found satisfac-

of utilizing leisure time' In addition' Ieisure

activities are making demands on natural resources
making imperative the need

and

for recreationat planning '

Such

factors have prompted an increasing volume of research on
various aspects of leisure and recreation, involving both
urrivariate and nultivariate approaches (Amatora,
Sessoms, 1963;

lìlippler,

1970)

.

Research has been directed

(8u11,

1971

A959;

at the

rneaning

of feisure

, Lg?2; Donald & Havínghurst, L959t Ennis,

1968¡ Foote,

]96I), as well as the study of nore specific

refationships between leisure and factors such as work'
occupation, and income (Bishop & Ikeda, l-970; Burdge, 1969t
McEvoy, 19?4; Standlee & Popham, f9 58) and education and

age (Graham, I95Bt Schmitz-Scherzer,

19?1

; White, f975)'

2

Neulinger (fg74) and his associates (Neulinger & Breit'
l-969; Neulinger & Raps, 1974) have conducted research into
people

'

s attitudes

The ways

have also

toward.

leisure'

in which peopl-e spend their tirne and money

been studied' Íirne-budget stuciies (Ennis'

Robertson & Converse, I9?2i

L96Bl

Zeisel' l-958) and money-budget

studies (de Grazia, L962¡ KapLan,

1960) have recorded what

people do with their free-time and how much they spend on

it (see hlarwick

& Bishop,

l9?2, fot a bibliography of this

l-iterature). Althougþ a knowlealge of what people do in
their free-time is valuab1e, other questions have begun
to attract research interest. Researchers are concerned
with

how

leisure activities

can be described and catego-

rized, in what ways leisure activities are related in terns
of satisfactions and motivations, and whether different
populations of people indulge in distinct subsets of

lhe literature dealing with the question of
whether there are meaningful ways in which l-eisure activiactivities.

ties can be descríbed
The large number

attempts to achieve

and. grouped

is reviewed below'

of leisure activities has invitecl

sorne

parsimony

in describing them' Kaplan

(f960) used six classes to descríbe l-eisure activities'

3

He created. a typology which coul-d be used to differentiate
betr¡een activities,

and allow categorization of them into

groups. Although he generated

many dimensions along which

activities could be categorized, for example, expense' skill'
number of people involved, Kapfan only used three' the

extremes of each defining two classes of activities'

Activities could be differentiated. in his typology on the
basis of the involvement of people, on the rofe of rules
and traditions, and on the level of movement necessary to'

gain experience. The six classes and examples of the

activities in each are:
1.

Sociability: dance, parties, friends,

c

Association: church activity, club
Games &

meetings,

Sportsr watch sports, pl-ay in sports' fish'

hunt, cards,
4.

Artr photographs, concerts,

5.

Mobility: auto, wafk, trips, shopping,

6.

Immobility: T.V., radio,
Kaplan said

s

ew,

and

books '

that "it is inescapable that the typology'.

is a theory in which the selection of itens and their

'

refationship is tied up with the social values
academic

and

positions of the scholar (p, 26),"

De Grazia (L962) presented another framework

describing free time activities.

He proposed

of six polar types could be used'
partS-cipani"/spectator,

s

ol

for

that a series

They were ac tiverlpass ive,

itary/s ocial, indoor/outdoor, in

the home/outside the home, and sedentary/on-the-feet. But,
he indicated that not enough information was available to
say

with any exactness

how much

free-time activity, is' for

instance, sedentary versus on-the-feet. Although he clid not
use

it as such, his polar types could also be usecl to create

a cl-assification system for leisure activities.
Burch (1965) identified six generaf tlæes of recreation

activities from observation in

campgror.mds

r

1, Symbolic labour: hunting, fishing,
2. Subsistence play:

camp chores,

3, Expressive play: waterskiing, dancing,
4, Unstructured play: drawing, sunbathing,
5. Structured play: games' contests,
6. Sociability: friencls.

and.,

5

Hendee, Gal-e and Catton (L9?L) take issue
number

of studies

because they do

with

a

not consider the possible

rmderlying similarities or differences ín the rneaning of

recreation activities.

They collected preference choices

for 26 outdoor recreation pursuits to bypass this criticism'
and indicate that they grouped "most preferred" activities
into five conceptuall-y linked categories. Their cfassification

scheme

was, they say, based on stated preferences

of recreationists rather than from observation of recreation
activities anal hês more meaning, therefore, because of this'
The

five groups and. some activities in

them arer

1, Appreciative -symb olic: hiking, mountain climbing'
2. Extractive -syrnbolic: fishing' hunting'
3, Passive-free playr relaxing, driving'
4. Social learning: nature study, vísiting people, and
5. Active-expressiver

swimming, water

skiing'

Atthough preference data was collected and. reported,
appears

tical

it

that the categories were not derived in any statis-

way from these data but were aleveloped on the basis

of their

own

theoretical- framework in the

same way as

Kaplan (1960), de Grazia (L962) and Burch (1965).
Hendee

dimensions

et al's (1971)

method does

not take

measured

of simifarity of activities into account in

their typotogy' But, they do state the problem well:
Another methoitological problem is classification of the wide variety of activities
associated with outdoor recreation. Too
numerous and. diverse to be analyzed separately'
recreation activities must be classified into
typologies of conceptual-l-y or empirical-ly
ròlated activities for meaningful analysis (p'31).

This statement can be expanded to include a]-f leisure
activities and not just those rel-ated to outdoor recreation.

efforts at describing or differentiating among
leisure activities on the basis of some researcher-generated'
set of dimensions are essentiafl-y descriptive' Another
descriptive line of research has centerecl on participation
in leisure activities as a means of determining typologies
or groupings. The statisticat technique of factor analysis
has been used most often. It is a procedr.re which' generally'
analyses a matrix of inter- c orrefati ons among a set of data
variabl-es. Tn the case to be atescribed, these correlations
are computed on frequency or participation rates in leisure
activities. The procedure constructs a smaller set of new
variables, factors, which can account for, that is, which
can reprod.uce, the interrefations - in the data.
Bishop (L9?0) reported factor analyses of leisure
behaviours for four communities. Scores for a very large
These

of subjects on 24 leisure activities were record.ed on
nine category scales corresponding to frequency of participation. Three factors were extracted for each sampfe.
Bishop says that an inspection of the factor loadings
indicates remarkabfe similarity of the four samples across
the three factors. Labels for factors and some high-loading
activities are presented below:
number

1.

Ac

tive - divers i onary:

bicycling, hiking, swimning

outdoors,
2,
3.

Potencyr hunting, fishing, attending sports events, and
Status¡ attending plays, terrnis, reading books, movies.

t¡at this study shows that three dimensions
(activity, potency, and. status) can be useal to describe
peoplers behaviour during leisure time' He also suggests
that some parsimony in d.escribing leisure activities is
present. The stated similarity of factors across samples
is not readily apparent, and,í-f,a conservative variable
loacting cutoff is appliecl to the factor structure, some
distinct differences occur. Therefore, the suggested
parsimony of description and the congruence with Osgooal's
three-factor structure should be more critically evaluated.
Nefson (I9?2) ancl Iirlitt (L9?I) also report factor
analytic studies deafing with participation rates for
children in summer camps and higþ school students respec-:
tively, In another study, McKechnie (A974) reports the
Bishop says

B

factor analysis of data on participation in 121 J.eisure
activities, He reports seven factors that were extracted¡
mechanics, crafts, intel-Iectual, slow-1íving, neighorhood
sports, glamour sports, and fast living, In an attempt
at a further simplification and interpretation of the data,
visual displays of variables representing "psychological
distance" as spatial distance were plotted. Activities
that were p]-otted very close together correl-ated highly and,
therefore, were fel-t to be psychologically "close" or simil-ar
while those that were separated on the diagram were uncorrelated and, therefore, dissimilar' Unfortunately' it
does not appear that much, íf any, simplification was gained,
since the pJ-otting axes used determined the distances between
activities. This method nust be viewed as having some
shortcomings.
Hendee and Burdge (I9?L!)

'

Moss and Lamphear

(I9?O),

a.rld'

ülippler (L9?O) also discuss l-eisure activiti-es in light of

factor analytic studies. The first two of these studies
wil-l- be discussed later in light of interpretations they
make as a result of their studies.
In summary, the factor analytic research reviewed above
suggests that when participation in various l-eisure activities
are related in a large enough sample, apparently meaningful
patterns appear. But, researchers using factor analysis
have tended to say, or imply, that because certain leisure
activities l-oad on a factor those activities

9

are similar, mean the',same thing to people, or are related
in other ways than because of people's patterns of participation in them' They make an untested assumption that
people engage in certain patterns of activities because

activities are functionatl-y sirnilar' Bishop (f97o),
for example, writes that factor analytically derived patterns
of J.e isr-¡re coufd be useal "in developing surrogate activities
(p. 169)." Two leisure activity variables may load on the
one factor, because they have some common element with
respect to participation data' However, it does not necessarily fo1low that the activities themselves are similar.
For example, sewing and knitting may load on the same factor'
indicating that a person who engages in one activity is
like1y to engage in the other' and in this case the activities
d.o seem similar. However, it may also be that concert-going
and. hiking may toad on the same factor, but this aloes not
imply that the activities are similar' There are nunerous
examples in the literature of this latter situation'
Factor analysis can be seen as relating variables
across objects or people' whereas ênother statistical procedure, cluster anafysis, relates objects or people across
variabl-es. Cluster analysis (Overall & Klett, 1972) tefets
to a number of data analytic techniques which have as their
goal the grouping of inclividuals or stimufi based on their
similarity across some set of variabfes. fn the case of
leisure and recreation, some group of respondents indicate
those

IO

their participation in a number of activities, and give
information relating to a number of socio-economic and
personal- variables, f ndividual-s are then grouped on the
basis of some measure of similarity computed on this data'
That is, individual-s within a cfuster tend to participate
in a set of activities in the same way, or people in a
cluster may be simil-ar in terms of socio-economic, status'
and personal variables.
Tatham and

Dornoff (L9?L) used nine socio-economic

characteristics to compute their measure of similarity'
After cfustering produced ten groups, differenees in both
the number of activities in which the participants engaged
and the number engaging in a particul-ar activity coul¿l be
seen through a comparison of participation rates' This
study was primarily directed at an. examination of the
technique and. its potential application in rnarket segmentation rather than in regards to leisure activities '
Ronsa (l-9?3) used cluster analysis and information
on participation in 26 activitíes in the derivation of eight

activity packages. The packages (clusters
of people) differed on the basis of the number of activities
pursued, and participation rates. One cluster, for example'
was characterizeil by people who engaged frequently in swimming,
snowskiing, ancl tennis. Activities themsel-ves were not
outdoor recreation

grouped except through association by high

within a given cluster of

PeoPle.

participation

f1

Ditton, Goodale, and Johnson (f97 5) identify cluster
analysis as a method of reducing and clarifying the large
number of possible activity or user groups that coul-d be
Their study, focusing on water-based recreation
activities, usecl kind, frequency, and location of activities
to group indiviclual-s, As in other studies, a number of
clusters were produced with differing characteristics. The
authors identify some applications of cfuster analysis, the
main one being as a data realuction d.evice, Tndividuals can
be aggregated into groups, and the characteristics of groups,
in terms of activities and other variables, analyzed.
Although cluster analysis as used here may be a useful
technique for planners, its results as presently useal are
f orrned.

not in the spirit' of classification of leisure activities
addresseal by Kaplan, de Grazia, or Bishop, No parsimony
in descríbing leisure activities has been achieved through
its use in the studies reported. To summarize the research
presented above, Kaplan and de Grazia attempted to describe
leisure activities through the use of intuitively derived
d.imensions along which these activities might be expected
to vary. Bishop and other factor anafytic researchers
empirically derived categories on the basis of relationships
among activities.
Afthough this does produce some simpler
d.eseription of activities, it is not based on any direct
attributes of the activities like the descriptive categorizations were. That is, activities are not necessarily
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grouped together because they have certain characteristics

in common, but because enough people tend to engage ín then
in a sample of people, The end resuft may well be consistent
with a classification based on respondent defined characteristics of activities, but, theoretical-ly and. statisticafl-y
this need not be the case. It may be that individuals
participate differentiaffy and consistentfy in certain leisure
activities and they are doing so because these aclivities
are "psychologically simitar" to them. 0r, it may be the
case that individuals engage in activities because they
complement one another, that is, serve different frjnctions.
The possibility of psychological similarity of activities is
further developed in the concept of subs titutab ility of
activities. Evidence relating to substitutab ility is derived
from factor analytic studies based on participation rates,
Leisure activity s ubs ti tutab ility is very much refated to
leisure activity types, packages, and similarities. The
following section is concerned with this concept,
Moss and Lamphear (L97O) were the first to address themsefves to the notion of feisure activity subs ti tutability,
from the vierarpoint of personality needs related to recreation
behaviour. The questiori they were concerned with was, do
some t¡rpes of activities tend to fulfil-f the same needs in
people, while other activities do not. A fâctor analysis on
coflege student participation rates, for an unspecifiecl
number of recreation activities was, perforrned. Eight
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factors emerged' The authors say "we can assume overlap
within a cluster (as related to needs),which suggests the
possibility of substituting one for another (p' 130) .''
They then d.iscuss the clusters (factors) in view of the
activities in them and possible substitutions, and need-

fulfilling

relations.
Although the alata presented was construed as evidence
for substitutability of activities, the proper interpretation

of it may be seen in the previous conments relating to otlier
factor analytic research. For any given individual'
whose needs with regard to leisure vary with situationspecific factors (Witt & Bishop, I9?O) ' a pai-r of activities
different needs, and therefore
engaged in rnay not fulfifl
be substitutable, or may fulfifl different needs and be
complementary ' Factor analysis can not differentiate among
variables loading on factors in this regard since activities
are related only on the basis of participation'
Hendee and Burd.ge (f9?4) rnad-e more explicit the substitutability notion' they defined the concept as the
interchangeability of recreation activities in satisfying
participants' motives, needs and preferences. One of the
four questions which they suggest are basic to the understanding of the concept, relates to whether there are
"refated types of leisure activities that are potenlial
tradeoffs for one another with mininal- l-oss of satisfaction
to the participant (p' 5B)f" They refer to past empirical
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work (as discussed earlier) which indicates that some leisure
activities do tend to consistently Ìoad on certain factors.
They present the labefs ilescrj-bing five factors derived from

the similarity of participation patterns in 69 leisure
activities. The authors say that a major implication of the
potential subs ti tutability of activities as determined by
factor analysis is that, at least at an aggregate level,
activities in the same factor rnay provide simifar satisfactions. The same criticism applied to Moss and Lamphear's
(f97o) statements about their data and applied to other
factor analytic research is refevant in regard to Hendee
and Burdge's researôh.

5) al-so criticizes the use of factor analysis
in research relating to subs ti tutability of activities' He
makes a case for cluster analysis being the appropriate
nethodology, and suggests that researchers have confused
factor analytic results drawn from non-specific population
samples with what may be truly meaningful for specific
collectivities within the population. He does not indicate
how subs ti tutabili ty of activities is to be determined by
cluster analysis, which as presentl-y used does not define
substitutable activity groupings.
It is possible to derive a tlæol-ogy or classification
scheme that provides simifarity and subs ti tutability infornation and does not depend totally on the generation of
categories by the researcher, or factor analysis. Rather
Beaman

(1-97
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than using people's participation rates we can use people's
d.irect comparison of l-eisure activities' An analytic technique is avaifabfe through which activities can be compared

er of dimensions simultaneously.
This technique is multidimens i onal scaling. Both Becker
(L9?6) and Ritchie (f9?4, f9?5) have scaled l-eisure or
recreationaf activities, with the fatter's study being the
more extensive. Íhe fol-l-owing overview, using Ritchie's
study to il-lustrate many of the points made, is included to
briefly acquaint the reader unfamiliar with muttidimens i onal
scaling with some of the more important methods used. See
and.

contrasled on a

mmb

Green and Carmone (1970), Shepard, Romney, and Nerlove (f9?2),
and Subkoviak (t97

5) for

more extensive, non-mathematical

reviews.

scaling (M.D'S.) provides a numerical
and spatial representation of a set of objects or stinufi,
leisure activities for example, based upon their interrelationships. These relationships between s timul-i may be
ones of affinity, association, interaction, distance, or
Muftidimens i onal

similarity. Shepard (1972) discusses these and other
proximity measures applicable to scaling. In the case of
the Ritchie study, the l-2 leisure activities listed befow
were scaled, using as a proximity measure housewives'
j uclgements

of perceived similarity

among them.
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t. Bowling
2, Shopping
Golf
3.
Lt. Handicrafts
Gardening.
5.
b. '-1.V. vaewr-ng

7,
B.
9,
L0.
Ll ,
12.

Snowmobiling

Playing bridge
Swimming
Reacling

Visiting with friencls

Movies

Aff M.D.S, algorithms attempt to fit the stirnuli being
scaled in an n - dimensional space on the basis of their
inter-rel-ationships in order to best accormt for the
relationships, Certain procedures are availabl-e for
scaling group data, that is, average or aggregate analysis'
while other procedures take intliviclual- variability into
accor.mt, that is, individual or disaggregate analysis. M'D'S.
procedures may afso be classified on the "netric" of the
input data needed. lfhen ratio or intervaf scafed data is
necessary the procedure is cl-assed as "metric"' Íhose using
data appropriate for ranking, for example, frequency counts,
or scale data not assuming interval- properties, are cafled
non-metric methods. There are many non-metric, aggregate
algorithns available, among them TORSeA (Yor;ng, 1968), and

(Kruskal, Young, & Seery, 1972). Regardless of the
algorithm used, the scaling procedure trys to develop,
through an i terative process, a solution in which the

KYST

matrix of interstimulus (activity) d.istances in the n d.imens i onal space closely matches the original natrix of
proximity, or similarity, data' lnfonnation about the nature
of the sotution is avaílabfe by determining the projections
of each stimulus in the space on each dimension and the
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resulting relative positions of stimuli in relation to one
another. Shepard. (f974) discusses the representation and
determination of structure in M'D.S. which incl-udes both
interpretation of results and various decision making aids'
fn some scaling nethods, for exarnple, a descriptive statistic
cal-l-ed "stress" (Kruskal, L964) ' analogous to the standaral
error of estimate in bivariate regression, is available
as an aial in determining the "badness - of - fi-t" of scaling

solutions, But S ubkoviak (L97 5) suggests, as have others,
that " interpre tabili ty of resul-ts is a consid.eration of
equal if not greater importance than the stress curve when
choosing the dimensionality in which to represent a final
configuration (p. 399)."
Ritchie (f9? 5) presents the stress values from an
aggregate, non-metric analysis using the ToRSCA 9 program'
(Young, fg6j), and provides other information about a disaggregate analysis using the INDSCAI program (Chang &
Carrol-l, I9?2), Stress values for the four, three' and two

dimensionaf solutions were ' 024, .045, and. .12J, respectivefy. Both the three and four dimensionaf sol-utions might
adequately represent the leisure

activity similarity

structure.

is a computer program for M.D'S. implementing
Carroll and Chang's (L9?o) methods. It uses individual
subjectsr data to form a group solution but also computes
the degree and. orientation of individuaf differences in
INDSCAI

1B

perception' It is assumed in the model that a1l subjects use
the same set of dimensions in making their similarity
judgements, for example, but that subjects differ in the
importance or salience they attach to each dinension. The
procedure, in a very simplified sense' trys to produce interstimulus distances in a certain dimensionality, that is'
stimulus coorclinates, ancl subject sal-iences which wilf
account for as much of subjects' similarity ctata variance
as possible. The sum of a subject's squared n - dimension
safiences indicates the proportion of variance accor-¡nted
for in his input data by the n - dimensional sofution and
is equal to the square of the correlation between the subject's input inter-stimul-us ratings and the sol-ution's
inter-stimutus distances. TNDSCAL analysis also provides
clata indicating both the totaf variance accounted for and
the amolmt each dirnension accormts for in an n - d.imensional
solution, In Ritchie's study, for example' in tr¡¡o, three,
and four dimensions these values equa]-led 48.6' 55.2, and.
6l-,1 percent respectively. Carrol-l- (f972) presents a much
more extensive discussion of the anal-ysis of individual
differences in M'D.S'
Before discussing methods of col-lecting similarity
d.ata for M.D.S, it shoul-d be noted that in fNDSCAL anafyses
the stinulus dimension loaclings, and therefore dimensions,
are interpretable as output. fn other procedures sol-utions
are often rotated to principal components, but it is usually
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to further rotate, reflect, uniforrnly shrink or
stretch the entire configuration in order to be abfe to
interprete the dimensions afong which variation among
stimuli occurs. Shepard (f9?4) d.iscusses a numb er of
procedures for determining the interpretable form of M,D,S,
solutions, both from internal- analyses of the alata and from
the use of external measures. Ritchie uses tr¡'¡o such
procedures, that is, asking subjects on what basis they alid
their similarity comparisons and by reference to the rating
of each activity on a nunber of scales.
To this point there has been no discussion concerning
the nethods of col-lecting data appropriate for multídimens ionaf
scaling, in particular, similarity or dissimifarity data.
necessary

AltTrough there are many such methods avail-able, only two of

these shall be discussed here. One, derived from the method
of successive intervals, involves subjects making paired

that is, rating stimufus pairs on a
scafe from similarity to dissimifarity for example. The
numerical values attached to the endpoints and the intervals
between them deter"mines whether the data is simil-arity (large
values indicating similarity) or dissimifarity (small- vafues
indicating similarity). One method of collecting this data
requires sorting of pairs into piles along an ordered
continuum corresponding to the numbered sca1e. The standard
method uses paper-and-pencil tests. With this method, for n
stimuli, there are nCZ possibl-e, non-redund.ant pairs that
comparison judgements,
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formed. When n is snal-f (nz 20) this is an excellent
way of collecting data. But, when n becomes much larger the
number of comparisons becomes large and unmanageable '
Another data collection method is the partitioning or
sorting technique, such as used by Miller (L969). Subjects
can be

are asked to sort stimuli into mutually exclusive and exhaustive subgroups or piles on some particular basis' simitarity
for example ' Whereas the paired comparison method provided
each stimulus pair with a value, sorting methods require
a processing step to find these distance measures' Although
this nethod is easy to do and quick, the question remains as
to what measure can and shoulcl be computed' Miller (L969)
constructed an n by n stimuli matrix for each subject the

i, j, cells of which contains one if stimuli i and j were
together in one of that subiect's sort piles and zero if
not, Vìlhen al-1 sub jects' matrices were added together the
result vras an aggregate frequency cot¡nt matrix' But' evidence
suggests that this measure does not capture enough information
to construct "good" M.D.S. structures, as defined by a known
configuration (Rao & Kaxz, Ig?I). Burton (1972) suggests
another distance measure that can be computed, and compares
it with two other measì'lres (Burton, L9?il , one of 'which is
Mi1ler's. He indicates that although inter-method correl-ations across all pairs of stímufi are high ('822' '95I'
.956), lnis measure produces nuch more interpretable scaling
solutions.Thismeasureusesinforrnationconcerningeach
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subject's sorts, that is, number and size, as wefl as the
sort pife composítion, to c onpute probability increments or
decrements which constitute the distance measure' Ritchie
used neither of these methods, but had subjects rank order

aII rzcz = 66 pairs of activities from most similar to
least similar,
The preceeding díscussion is very brief and is not a
rigourous treatment of the complex subject, muf tidinens i onal
scaling. But, it is hoped that it will provide the reader
for M'D.S. and an indication of where to find
with a
more inforrnation. Green and. Rao (I9?2) analyse a set of
data using many M,D.S' procedures and related techniques'
Their presentation (which is recommended to the reader

interested in M,D.S, ) illustrates and compares procedures,
such as INDSCAI and various non-metric scaling algorithns '
Aside from the methodological- procedures used by Ritchie'
his study is important lo this review because of the content

of it, that is, leisure activity similarity' From an INDSCAI
analysis of his data for 100 women, he fourrd that a four
dimensional sol-ution accounted for approxirnately 6I% of i,,hLe
variance in subjects' ratings. He fabeled these dimensions,
in order of inportance, active-passive, individual--group '
simple-difficult to perform, and involving-time filling.
Figure I presents the configuration of s timul-us points for
the first three dimensions' Note, for exampfe, how points
B, p, and C, corresponding to reading, shopping and T'V'
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First Three Dimensions of INDSCAL
Solutíon from Ritchie (f9?5)

Figure
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I

.s0

1. Bow]-ing
2. Bridge
3 . Frlend.s
4. Golf
5. cardening
6. Handicrafts
7. Movies
8. Reading
P. Shopping
A. Snowmobile
B. Swim
c. TV

0.60

N

,N

.)

in the diagram while points l- and 4
corresponding to bowling and golf also appear together' but
in a different d.irection' Ritchie further reports that a
cfuster analys is on the four dimensional inter-activity

appear together

Euclid.ean distances using Johnson's (f96?) hierarchical

clustering

scheme

resufted in the following five cfusters:

1. Active sports: bowling, golf, swimming, snowmobiling'
2, Relaxing enteïtainmentr TV, reading, movies,
3, Social interaction: briclge, friends,
4, Achievement- oriente d hobbies: gardening, hanclicrafts'
and,

5.

Shopping,

He does not present any data pertinent to his cluster
analysis. The dimensions f or-¡nd to account f or people's

of leisure activity similarity in this study
relate very closely to de Grazia's model-, whil-e the cluster
analysis groupings correspond to some of Kaplan's groups.
Ritchie concfudes, "it is feft that the present study
introduced certain technical improvements to the l-eisure
research fiel-d... the technique used for measuring perception
enables the respondents to choose the j uclgement criteria
they wish rather than imposing the researcher's own prespecified scales (L9?5, p. 138),
While advocating the use of non-metric M.D.S. procedures
for recreation researchers, Becker (L9?6) discusses tlie
comparisons
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scafing of ff recreational activities by 2J university

activities, fisted below, were
scaled using ToRSCAg (Yor-rng, 1p6B) and stress values of .11
and .07 were found for the two and three dimension sofutions
re spe c tive ly.
graduate

students.

These

f. Visiting with others
2, Boat racing
3. Relaxing
4. Photography
5. Swimming
Ô, Hr-lrr-ng

?.
B.
9.
f0.
fl .

Softbal1
Motor cycling
Water skiing
Mountain climbing
Viewing natural
s

cenery

results of the Varímax rotated three dimension
solution. The labe]s he attached to the dimensions werer
solitude - social interaction, generaf environmental setting
- water setting, and mechanical/phys ical objects - importance
of interac ti on.
Becker's discussion of mul-ticlimens ional scaling, his

He presents the

methods and

resufts are often misleading. Without enteri-ng

into a detail-ed critique, suffice it to say the most
important virtue of non-metric multi d.imens ional scal-ing is
not the transformation of rank order information into ratio
scale information as Becker suggests. Nor can a distance
matrix as output from a M.D.S. analysis be used to determine

if one pair of activities are twice as similar as another.
But, the determination of theír rel-ative similarity is
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possible. The original simifarities recorded by Becker are
not what would be expected by his procedure description,
which indicates that dissirnil-arity data was to be collected'
His statement that, "we have thus identified three inportant
perceptual dimensions of recreational- activities (p' IfB)"
is quite misleading when the activities used as stimul-i are
considered, and when the many possible interpre-tati ons of

the dimensions are stated. Whereas Ritchie acknowledged
the inportance of individ.uaf differences ¡ perception'
Becker does not do so' The safience of particular dimensions

in people's rating is of extreme importance in understanding
ortanl perceptual- climensions". Becker mentions t'he
aspecl of subs ti tutabili ty of recreation activities in
relation to similarily, implying that they are the same'
This is something that requires further investigation'
Here then is another nethod whereby feisure activities
might be conpared and classified. It does not focus on
individuats' par-ticipation, it does not rely on a subjective
deterrnination of a typotogy, and it does rel-ate to charac" irnp

teristics of activities.
Both leisure activity M.D'S. studies reported invofved
a limited number of feisure activities. However, increasing
the number of activities increases the number of comparisons
subjects must make. Thus, it woufd be of interest to
deternine whether a more "economical" data coflection method
fø mul tiäinens i onaf scaling could be used with a larger
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of activities, and stifl retain all the information
necessary for adequale sol-utions and structures. There are
two such methods that night be used'
The nethod of partitioning described earl-ier is one
method of handling farge numbers of stinul-i. The pairedcomparison procedure can also be used when not afl possibfe
pairs of stimuli are presenled. Gabriel (f974) produced
evidence suggesting that the number of dimensions and
structures using varying sizes of subsets of pairs was the
same as with a1l- pairs used. The overall "fit" as measured
by stress was not as good but the sol-utions remained very
number

nearly the

same.

In ad.dition to a need for further research on the
similarity of feisure activities, particularly a larger set
of activities than previously used, there is another area
that might be profitably stuilied' Other research approaches,
as outlined above, have focused on participation. Little
attention has been gíven to the question of to what extent
feisure activities are perceived as interchangeable or
substitutabl-e, and how this relates to perceptions of them
as sinil-ar or dissimil-ar. If people are asked to what
degree activities are interchangeabfe via a structured M'D.S.
task, then the analysis of such a set of comparisons shoufd
provide a structure d.escribing the distance between
activities as based. on subs titutabili ty. This structure
could then be compared with one founal from people's simifa-

al

rity ratings. This comparison could be enlighting in
of the relative positions of a given activi-ty in each
s

truc ture

terms

.

of questions about the relationships among
leisure activities have been raised. above, and the present
research attempts to deal with them, Specifically, it was
asked. whether leisure activities can be consistenlly
cl-assified. in meaningful- ways. M,D,S. would appear to
provide a basis for d.oing this. It has the advantages of
not focusing on participation and not relying on a t¡4)ol ogy
or classification predetermined by the investigator, With
respect to M.D,S. procedures, it would be of interest to
know whether subsets of large numbers of pairs of activities
generate the same structures as complete sets of pairs, and
if partitioning methods can reproduce sol-utions found using
the paire d-c omparis on methods, A1so, the extent to which
leisure activities are substitutable has received fittle
research attention, Information on the subs ti tutabili ty of
leisure activities would be of use in generating a more
complete classification sys tem.
The present research, therefore, dealt with these
A number

questions by:

terrnining if a M.D.S. structure, involving both
orientation of activitíes in the scating space and dimension

1.

de

similar to that founct by Ritchie (f97 5) can be
obtained with a larger set of leisure activities, and a
different sample of pe ople ,

names,
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2, investigating the use of M.D'S. in relation to substitutability of leisure activities, and the relationships
betueen structures based on similarity and substitutability'
and

different methods of obtaining M'D.S. data with
a view to the use of larger sets of stimuli and economy of
time in data cof l-ection.
3.

comparing

Chapter
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METHOD

Although two methods of data collection, paired-

sorting, and two instruction sets, sinilarity
and substitutability, were varied, the experimentat design
of the present research is not truly factorial . It may best
be described as three two-session experiments. The first
experiment involved the paired- c omparis on methodology for
comparing sinilarity and substitutability of 1p0 pairs of
20 leisure activity stimufi. It wiff be described in detail-.
The second experíment used the same methodology as the first
for both sirnilarity and subs titutability but not all of the
1!O possible pairs of activities were presented to each
subject. Instead, a subset of 6O% of them, that is, 114,
were presented, The third experiment used the sorting method
of data col-lection for comparisons of stimuli on the basis
of both similarity and subs titutability.
There were, therefore, three experiments, each involving two different scenarios. In the discussion of Experiments 2 and I only
rationale and changes in procedure wiff be presented,
comparison and

Experinent I

in this experiment,
referred to as the 1001 Similarity and t0Ø S ubs titutability
Groups, is used to¡
The datâ obtained from the two groups
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1, describe how undergraduate college students evafuated
leisure activities, that is, construct M.D.S. structures
based on complete sets of paired- c omparis ons of activities'
2, provide a set of comparison data to evaluate the M.D'S.
structures obtained from a subset of pairs in Experiment 2
and by the sorting method in Experinent 3,
3. name the dimensions found, and
4. determine the refiability of subjects' judgements.
Subiects. Undergraduate University of Manitoba students
enrolled in lntroductory Psychology in the Spring term of
1pf6 served as subjects in aIf experiments. They participateat for course credit. In oraler to increase the probability of students being familiar with the leisure activities
used as stimufi, on]-y those students having spent five or
more years in Manitoba or having spent five years or more
in Canada, at least two of which were in Manitoba' were
included in the sample. After application of these criteria
L2 of 13 males and 14 females constituted Ì.,he I0o%
Similarity Group, arrd tO of 12 males and f4 of l-6 femal-es
remained in the 100ø S ubs titutab ifi ty Group. Therefore,
there were 26 students in the forrner group and 24 students
in the l-atter.

f2I activities in his
"I-,eisure Activities Bla¡rk" and. notes that some possible
leisure activities are not incl-uded. A subset of 20 of

Stimufi.

McKechnie (L9?4) records
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activities were sefected. as stimuli such that as a
group they would fuffifl the following criteria:
1, activities should be definabl-e by name, and there should
be a hígh probability that alf subjects wilf know what the
name stands for. Where possibl-e activities were drawn
from a list produced by Bishop, Jeanrenaud, and Lawson
(f9?5) which records the participation of col-lege students in
a number of ]-eisure aclivities,
2. some activities included in Ritchie's (I97 5) study and
which refiably occur in factor analytic research should be
these

incl-uded, and

3, winter rather than summer outdoor activilies should be
i-ncluded in deference to the season in which the research
was c onducted,
The

list of activities
1.
2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7,
B.
9,
10.

f,

is

ten to

used

music

Crosscountry ski
Visit with f::iends
Television

Movies
Snowmobile
Read for pleasure
Vrlindow shop

Vol-l-eyball

Play

carcls

is presented bel-ow,
11

,

L2,

L3,

Attend sports events
Play rnusicaf ins,trument
Attend concerts/plays

14.

Badminton
Swim indoors

16.

Sew
B

18.
to
t^

aske

tbal1

Ice skating

Downhill- ski
Danc

ing,/partying

Procedure. Students in Experiment 1 participated in J0
minute testing sessions, with each Group being tested on
a different occasion. After aff subjects had been seated
the experimenter asked them to fifl- out a question sheet, a
Personal Data section. See Appendix A for a copy of materials
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given to students. Data c oncerning age, gender, length of
residence in Canada, etc. were coffected by having subjects
check or write in appropriate responses on a question sheet'
Written instructions indicated that subjects should turn the
page when they were finished this and read the instructions

carefully. If there were any questions
students were asked to raise their hands and the experimenter
tried to answer them'
The comparison instructions ind.icated that the nanes of
two leisure activities were printed on computer cards in the
deck on each subject's desk. These activities were to be
compared on their similarity for one group, substitutability
in the other, as defined by the subject, and placed in one of
nine piles along an ordered c ontinuum. Nine numbered cards,
l=extremely simil-ar to p=s¡trt..ely dissirnilar, were included
to help the subject order hisr/her piles. Subjects were
askeai to work quickly, not to change the placement of any
card after having it placed in a pi1e, or to check back to
on the next page

see what past comparisons they had maile. The 20 stimuli
used produced ,oC r=I9O pairs of activities to be compared.
Each subject rated 170 pairs once and, to provide a check on

intrasubject refiabil-ity, 20 pairs twice. This resulted in
each subjeet making the same 210 comparisons. Íhe 20 pairs
to be compared truice were sel-ected ranclonly from the 1p0
pairs possible. The set of pairs was constructed such that,
as nearly as possible, each activity appeared first through-
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out al-l pairs an equal nr.mber of times. Al-1 sub jects were
asked to write down the time at which he/$ne was finishecl

al-l

comparisons,

Subjects in the

subs

ti tutability group were given the

following written statement about what was meant by the
term "substitutability' " Then they r/ere asked to pl-ace
cards into piles afong a continuum, 1=Not at all sirb-

stitutable to 9=E¡¡""tely substitutable. The statement
given to subjects wasr
For the purposes of this task, substitutabili ty
is defined as when, for example, on a particular
occasion you woul-al tike to engage in the first
activity, but cannol for some reason, the
second activity can be interchanged or substituted
for the firs t.
subjects were finished the next page held. written
instructions introducing another task. Subjects were asked
ltrlhen

to write

alown

those attributes of activities, methods

,

etc., they used to compare or determine magnitude of similarity or substitutability. The task following this was
used to assess the famifiarity with l-eisure activities with
Two anchor points
some uniformity in j udgement criteria.
were introduceal into the rating task. Seven point bipolar
scale with 1="Not at all fanil-iar" and 7="Very familiar" as
endpoints were useal The anchor points were alescribed to
students as "f when the activity is not even known to the
subject by name, " and "7 when the subject has either engaged
in the activity on more than one occasion or seen it done
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!' Subjects were asked to circle numbers
corresponding to their judgements for each of the 20
activities, and then to continue with the next task.
In the next task students were asked to rate each
leisure activity on six seven-point bipolar scales. The
end.points of the scales, numbered f and 7 respectively' werel

more than once.

l-,
2,
3.
4,
5,
6.

passive - active,
indoor - outcÌoor,
simple - difficult,
group - individual,

enjoy - do not enjoy,
mentaf involvement

and

- no mental- involvement.

At the concfusion. of this task subjects were thanke al and
dismissed.
Experiment 2.

A

60% S jimi:'ar

ity

Group and.

a

60/" S ubs

titutability

made

2, which was conducted to¡
1. c ompare the ability of an incomplete set of afl pairedcomparisons, that ís, 6o% of 190 pairs, in prod.ucing
M.D.S. structures congruent with. those produeecl in
Experiment f, ancl
2. o ompare the similarity and subs ti tutabili ty structures of
Experiment I using the sorting method with the two
structures obtained in this experiment. Both visual
means and. a statistical procedure, described tater, will
up Experiment
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be used to make these comparisons,

Procedure. Subjects were Introductory Psychology sludents
sefected under the same criteria as those in Experinent 1.
A number of testing sessions were run in order to get as
many subjects as possible. But only 6 of ? males and ?
of 9 females constitute tne 6O/" Sirnilarity Group and J males
and 9 of f0 females in the 6OØ S u¡s ti tutability Group. The
procedure for these groups was the same as for tb,e IOffi
groups of Experiment f except that subjects did not rate
210 pairs of activities, only 114. A Fortran computer
prograrn, wrilten and made avaifabfe by Dr. R.M. Gabriel,
University of Manitoba, was used to produce each subject's
card deck. The program randomly del-eted. 4V/" of the pairs
in the compl-ete set for each subject, with the restriction
that across a specified sample size (25) afl l-90 pairs vrere
seen equally often, Each subject rated f14 pairs, and,
because of the smafl- sampfe sizes, each of the 190 pairs
was seen not fess than five times. Ilne 6ú/" S ubs titutab ili ty
Group received the same written definition as the other
subs ti tutabili ty groups did. All procedures and inslructions
to subjects were the same as in the 100ø Groups,
Experiment

3

3, composed of a Sort-Similarity Group and a
S ort-S ubs titutab ili ty Group, was conducted to c of l-e ct data
Experirnent

from subjects by using a sorting
These were used to¡

me

thod

,
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1. determine the M.D,S. structure of activities compared on
the basis of similarity and substi tutability using a sorting
methodology, and

structures visual-l-y and analytically to
those found in Experiments 1 and 2 using paired-compari son

2, to

compare these

methods.

Procedure. After application of the sampling criteria 4
mal-es and t7 of 18 femal-es formed. the Sort Similarity Group
while B of p nales and Il femal-es constituted the Sort
Substitutability Group. Subjects in this experiment
fol-lowed the same procedure as those in Experitnents 1 and
2 with one major exception. The sorting method, described

earlier, was used to collect similarity and substitutability
data. After the Personal Data section a different set of
instructions were given. The Sort Similarity Group was
informed that the names of 20 l-eisure activities were printed
on computer cards which were on their table. They were asked.
to sort these into not more than nine piles such that
activities that seemed similar, as defined by the individual ,
were in the same pile. The Sort Substitutability Group was
a]-so infonned about the 20 cards but were asked to sort them
on the basis of substitutability. This was defined for
them in the same way as was done in Experiments 1 and 2'
Analyse s

fn this section a brief description of the data used'
procedures and computer programs used., and output information
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wifl- be given for M.D.S, related anafyses. For each of the
paired- comparis on groups, that is, IOO/" ana 6o% S ímiiarity
anð, LO}/" ana 6O/" S ubs titutability,
the mean of subjects' data
for each one of the 190 pairs of activities was computed.
Two aggregate

matrices were computed for each of the Sort

Groups. The first contained the similarity measures
calcul-atecl following Burton's (f972) nethod and is cafl-ed
Log Transform data. The second sirnilarity matrix was composeal of t}le frequency count of the joint occurence of two
activities in a sort pile across afl individuals in the
group and is cafleal the Frequency data. In total eight
aggregate or average data matrices were avail-able

for

analyses.
The non-metric M.D.S. computer progra.n KYSÍ (Kruskal,

to anal-yse the aggregate
paired- c omparis on and sorting data. Atl- standard options
and the maximum numb er of iterations (50) were selected
for all nms. Six solutions were computed, starting from
one with six dimensions and down to a one dimension case'
Stimul-i dimension weights, plots of stimul-i for all pairs
of dimensions, stress values, and a s tres s -by-dimens i on grapþ
were output for each of the eight data matrices.
Disaggregate anafyses of the two Loa% Groups was done
witlr Chang, antt Carrol]-'s (1972) TNDSCAL computer program,
clescribed earlier. Using lhe corresponding four dimension
KYST stimuli loading matrices. as starting configurations
in order to decrease computer running time, solulions were
Yormg, and Seery, 1972) was used

3B

found in each of four, three, and two dimensions. The
parameters of "maximum iterations" and "criterion vafue"

respectively. ln ad-dition to
giving stimul-i by dimension loading matrices and plots of
stimufi by pairs of dimensions, INDSCAI output includes the
correlation between input and clislances for each subject'
and subject dimension safience matrices. The coruefation
between YDATA and YHAT, a measure which when squared is the
percentage of variance in the data accounted for by the
sol-ution, and data to compute the variance accounted for
by each dimension in each solution is al-so availabl-e.
Rating scal-e data for each activity on each scal-e,
familiarity, for example, is averaged over subjects in each
of the six groups, and is used as external inforrnation
for interpretation of solutions. This data is used in a
method called property-fitting implemented by the computer
program PROFTÎ (Chang & Carrolt, 196þ) using a procedure
based on linear regression. Projections of each rating
scal-e vector, that is, the mean score on the scale for each
activity are found in the n-dimensional space defined by a
M.D.S. stimuli dirnension loading matrix from either an
aggregate or disaggregate analysis ' Two sets of data
are valuabfe aids in interpreting the
c ompute d
d.imensions of the solution inpul, The maximum correlation
loetween the property and the projections on the fitted
vectors gives a correlational index of how well the rating

were set atr 2J and. .001,
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scafe fits or rel-ates to the n-dimensional structure as a
whole. The cosines be'tr¡¡e en the fitted vectors and dimensions
are the correfations between each rating scale vector and
each dimension. lfhen the former index indicates

a "good fit"

of the property to the structure, the correlations betr¡rteen
the property and individual dimensions can be interpreted'
A procedure used for comparing two factor analytic
solutions' factor structures wil-l be used to c ompare M'D.S.
structures' dimensions. The procedure, implemented- by the
computer program FACTO6 (University of Alberta) is described
by Kaiser, Hunka, and Bianchini (f9?1) and Gorsuch (L974).
The FACT06 program gives an analytical comparison between
two different M,D.S. structures,

for

' obtained from
two different data collections methods or by different
tasks, râther than just a visual- comparison betveen the two.
Since solutions' d.imension positions can be defined in a
n-d.imensional space through the loadings of stinul-i on
exampl-e

them, when two structures have the same variabfes each one's
dimensions can be projected into a c otnmon space. The cosines

the climensions are the correlations
among dimensions. The procedure defines the space from the
first matrix of variabfe dimension loadings entered, projects
the second matrix's vaiiabfes in the space and rotates
them such thal the cosine between a given variable's vector
in each structure is maximized' The dimensions of each
structure are then projected into the space because the
rel-ationship between dimensions and variables is known '

of the angles

among

¿r0

The cosines

of the angfes betr¡¡een the tr¡¿o sets of

can be computed and represent the

structures'

dimensions

relationship between

two

dimensions.

Euclidean distance measures between all activities were
computed for the n-dimensional- stimuli loailing matrices
out¡rut from both KYST and INDSCAL programs using the
program MINKDIST from the thstitute of Behavioural Research,
York University. These distances were input into the program

I9?2), a hierarchical clustering
program implementing a variant of Johnson's (L96?) procedure.
Output from this program consists of a tree-¿tiagran indicating the clustering of activities from each activity
being in a seperate cluster to the case in which al-l activities are in the same cluster. At each clustering step an
"effectiveness neasure" is printed which is the distance
betrn¡een trry o activities that are being joined which is found
in the raw input Euclidean d.istance data, or the distance
between an activity and. the closest activity of a cluster
to which it is joined. This computational- procedure
corresponds to the "nearest neighbour" or "connectedness"

MOC (Gruvaeus &

me

Vrlainer,

thod.

the data analytic techniques discussed in
two purposes. The first is to
this section have
provide a spatial configuration displaying the interrelationships of a numb er of stimuli, this being M'D.S. by
either the KYST or f NDSCA-L procedures. The other is to

fn

summary,

4L

provide information aiding the interpretation of the M.D.S,

configurations.

PROFIT, MOC, and FACT06

all

implement

for interpretation and explanation of M,D.S'
results, Since alf anafyses can not be conducted or
discussed simuftaneously, tftey were cond.ucted in a sequence
and are discussed in that way. But, the underslanding of
results is more from a global interpretation of all information rather than by reference to one of a series of
procedures used

discrete analyses.
As discussed

earfier,

INDSCAI conf igr.rrations

are output

in their rnost interpretable form, whereas KYST solutions
are not. Therefore, to aid in interpretation, all KYSÍ
configurations discusseal are those after rotation (by
FACT06) to their respective 1-oo/" Groupt 's INDSCAI solution.
This should result in the KYST solutions being in their most
interpre tabl-e form.

Chapter

3

RESULTS

Similarity Results
Each of tlle 26 subjects in the 10Ø Sinilarity Group
rated 20 pairs of leisure activities trvice for intrasutrject
reliability purposes. The 26 corcel'ali on coefficients
computed on these alata are presented in a frequency distribution in Tabte 1. vìlith a mean of ' 84, and no indivitÌualsubject's correl-ation befow .54, this distribution indicates
substantial reliabitity and, therefore, aff subjectsi data
100Z,

were

us

e

d..

The non-metric M.D.S. program KYST was used

to find

configurations for íine IoO% Similarity Group's aggregate
clata in one through six dimensions. The stress val-ues
computed for these sofutions are listed in lable 2, a-nð,

plotted

t dimensionality in Figure 2. No distinct
"elbow" or "break" is apparent which might inclicate the
underlying dimensionality of the data, The three and four
dimension sofutions have stress vafues of ,O97 annd. ,06?,
respectively, which suggests a reasonabl-e fit of either
relatively fow dimension solution to the data.
agains

Aggregate M,D.S. solutions were also produced through

the use of

INDSCAL

in two through four dimensions,

This

finds solutions using conposite values from
individual subject's data weighted to reflect the importance

program
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Tabl-e

Distribution of

IOO% Groups' lntrasubject
ReJ.iabiJ-ity Correl-ations

Frequency

C

1

orrelati

on

Similarity

.91 and over

Substitutability
6

-

,90

I

B

.61 . 5t+ -

.Bo

B

7

.?o

2

2

,60

)

I

'837

.852

.845

.850

.BL

.71

Mean
Me

dian

Table

2

Stress Data for Sinilarity Groups'
KYST Sol-utions

Group

Number

of

L,og

L001Á

Transform

Dim ens i ons

Frequency

.038

.070

.or 5

.010

.o49

.

o77

.o34

.o20

.067

.101

.o

5r

.03L

.o97

.140

.086

.o64

.1þ0

.223

.r42

,LI9

.208

.345

.ztr

c'

ct

l-ð
an-:

É

ul

U'

tJ)

ID

for the lool Sfunilarity

2

Substitutability Groups' KY$l Analyses

Stress Curves

Figure

anô,

I00fi

lOOZ SUBSTTTUTÊBILITY

lOOZ STIlILHRITY

NUI1BER OF OIIlENSIONS

'EH]
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of different dimensions, It is not an "average" sofution
buta "weighted-best fit" solution, and therefore, may
represent the "reaI" configuration better than an aggregate
KYS

T s ol-ution.

statistics for the variance accounted for by
solutions and dimensions are tabufated in Table 3' The
three and four climension solutions account for 44% and
48% of the variance in subjects' data respectively. The
first dimension of each accounts for approximateLy Ø/"
of the common variance, and reffects the extent lo which
nost subjects used this dimension rel-ative to others. The
for.¡r dimension solution does not account for substantially
S

ummary

the three, and also only spreads out
variance not accounted for by the first dimension. Although
the INDSCAI procedure computes orthogonal dimensions, the
projections of stimuli on these dimensions may be correlated.
These correlations from the three d.inension solution are
listed in Table 4. 0n1y three subjects weighted this
fourth dimension more heavily than any of the other three.
The variance gained for each of these three subjects through
the inclusion of the fourth climension was smalf ('f25, .069,
.118), Since these subjects data were not accormted for
well even in the four dirnension sofution (r2=,5L, .I?, .2g)
it is apparent that this dirnension is not particularly
informative or necessary in representing the group structure.
In add.ition to these data, Sheparð, (1974) indj-cates that
more variance than

L+7

Table

J

Variance Accounted for by Sol-utions and Dimensions
in t)Ofi Groups' INDSCAL Anal-yses
1001

Numtrer of

Tncrement

Dimensions R-

2
3
t+

Simílarity

39.6
43.9
t+? .6

in R4.33.7

Dimension

I

Z

69.4 3o.3
63.2 26.5
Ø.6 t? .4

3

4

11,8
9

.6

9

.L+

100l Substitutability

2
3
4

30,2
36.1
40.1

5.e
4.0

77.4 22,6
64.5 18.3 L?.t+
57.o 75,8 t5.4

11.8

4B

fabl-e

&

Correl-ations among INDSCAI Dimensions' Stimul-us
L,oadings in IOO% Groups' Analyses
100ø

Similarity

Three Dimension Solution

r23

7

2
3

-,400

-.194

.o97

Four Dimension Sol-ution

723

7

¿

- . Jz)

3
Lþ

-.I27
.ojr

100ø

.L22

,o77

.oo5

substitutabilíty

Three Dimension Sol-ution

123
t

2
3

-.289

,098

-.o77
Four Dimension Solution

t23
L

t

k.-/')

3
4

- )o<

.o7t -.085
.214 -,o73

.1oB
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researchers should ¡'afways try for a sofution in a space of
three or, preferably,. fewer dimensions where the spatial

structure of the entire configuration can be seen and
interpreted ilirectly (rather than through the coordinates
of points on arbitrary axes) (p. 3Bl)," In tight of this

and because there is no indication that a higher
dinensionality is necessary, a three dimension configuration
shall be taken to represent the dimensionality of cornparisons
of dissimilarity among feisure activities obtained from this
sample of students,
The positions of the 20 l-eisure activities in a schematic
suggestion

three dimensi-on space, as determined by the KYST analysis,
are presented in Figure I, This KYST sofution was previously
rotateal, using Kaiser's procedure as implemented by FACTO6,

to

with the three dimension INDSCAI solution
d.iagrammed in Figure 4. (The stimulus coordinates of al-l
solutions are presented in Appenclix B.) ttre cosines of the
angles among the dimensions of these two solutions, as seen
in Tabte 5, indicate good. agreement between the first, second
and third dimensions of each solution, with few cross
maximum agreement

dimension relationships appearing,

In conjrmction with the visuaf inspection of the
relative positions of stimufus points in solution spaces, and
to aid in understanding and interpre ting the sources of
dimensionaf variation of the solution, PROFTT analyses were
conductecl. Using the linear correlation method, this

Figure

J
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Table J

of Angles a.mong the Three Dimension Axes
of the 100ø Similarity INDSCAI and Rotated
100ø Simifarity KYST Solutions

Cosines

IOOft

t
rcoy'"

SimiJ-arity
KYST
3

Similarity

.8+5
-,32o
,t+29

INDSCAL,

-.425

-.324

-.888

.332

,L??

.

886
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fits rating scafe vectors, for example, passiveactive, indoor- outd.oor, into the three dimension spaces and
cornputes the cosines of the angfes (correlations) anong all

procedure

the vectors and climensions. A neasure, called Rho, which
indicates how wefl the rating scafe was able to be fitted

into the solution, was al-so deterrnined for each of the seven
rating scales used. Tables 6 anð, I present PRoFIÏ analyses
results for the 100ø Similarity KYST and INDSCAL sofutions
respe ctivel-y.

first dimension of the KYST solution reflects a
strong correlation with the passive-active rating scal-e.
The second dimension seems to involve variation related to
mental involvement, enjo¡rment, and famil-iarity. The third
KYST dimension is highly correlated with the indoor-outdoor
The

property vector.

it

in the FACT06 resul-ts of Tabl-e 5
that the KYST sofution was refated to the INDSCAL solution,
this is not strongly apparent in a comparison of the PROFIT
analyses of these solutions. Whereas the first dimension of
KYST solution is most strongly related to the passíve-active
property, the first INDSCAL dimension refil@cts a nurnb er of
Although

appeared

properties including the passive-active one but also the
sinple - difficult, indoor-outdoor, and mental involvement

properties. The indoor-outdoor scale woulcl appear to be
almos-b coincident with the first dimension and is not at
alf refated to the third dimension as in the KYSÎ resul-ts.
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Tab]-e 6

Correlation (Rho ) and Direction Cosines of
Properties witin IOO% SimiJarity Group ' s

Maximum

Three Dimension KYST'Solutíon

Prop

Dimens

erty

ive -Ac tive

.8?6

lndo or-0utdo or

.773

Menta]. ïnvolvement

,720

Pas

s

Group

-IndividuaJ-

.646

Enj oyment

.645

Simple-Difficult

.Ø2

iarity

.543

Fami

l

*Rotut"d to Ioo% Similarity

íon

.945 .326 -.ot6
-,062 .2BL ,958
.3r2 .828 .465
. ?00
.33? -.630
.L72 ,827 -.544
-.6Lo .23o -.759
.oo? - .881 .1t68
INDSCAI.,

solution.
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Table f
Maximum Correl-ation (Rho) and Direction Cosines of
Properties wittr IOO/o Similarity Group's
Three Dimension INDSCAL., Solution
Property

Rho

Dimens

ion

Group-Individual

,816

.753 -.650
.146 -.93o

Simple-Difficult

.723

-.8?r .vsg

Indo or-0utdo or

.642

Pas

sive -Ac tive

Famili-ari

ty

.850

.609

Enj oyment

.59r

Mental Involvement

.293

-.998
.?16
- .49o
-,82t

-.o6t
.694
- .86?
-,3ItB

*.098
.r77

.337

-.o25
.o75

-.087

-'452
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with the second
dimension of the INDSCAI solution but not the KYST solution'
The enjo¡rment property does relate weff to both sol-utions
however. The third dimension, interpreted as reflecting
indoor-outdoor variation in the KYST solution does not
seem to be reflected in any property in the TNDSCAI-,
The group-indlviduaf property core1ates

s

oluti

on .

of both sofutions suggests why
these inconsistencies might be. In the ]NDSCAL sol-ution a
set of eight activities fonm a very discrete cluster and do
not display any appreciable dimensional variation arnong
themsel-ves. This is not so readily apparent in the KYST
solutions, where for example, snowmobiling, cross country
and downhill skiing al-1 loaat highly on Dimension l. There is
much less remarkable variation in these activities in the
INDSCAL sol-utíon, The eight activities might be all classed
as sports or athletic activities. To investigate this
clustering in each of the sofutions analytically and to
deternine the extent to which it is' or is not, apparent
in the aggregate dissimil-arity matrix on which the KYST
solution is based, three hierarchical cluster anafyses
A visual inspection

were done.

natrices, computed from the two
M.D.S. solutions, and the mean dissirnífarity matrix were
Eucfidean alistance

clustered using the MOC prograrn, (Gruvaeus & lrrlainer, A972).
ft can be seen from the tree diagrams of Figures 5, 6, and' 7,
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representing cl-us tering fron the aggregate matrix, KYST
sol-ution, and INDSCAL solution respectively, that there is
very strong clustering of eight athl-etic activities in the
INDSCAI, space relative to the other ¿Iata sets. Idhen these
eight activities have been formed into a cluster, eight

a

pairs of activities remain separate
and ungrouped in the INDSCAL hierarchy. These eight
activities do form clusters in the other data sets, but
another large cluster is formed first in the tree structure
from the aggregate data. At that point at which the eíght
athletic activities form a cl-uster in the KYST sol-ution
five inclividuaf activities and two cfusters of activities
rernain. This is not as extreme a separation as exists in
the TNDSCAL híerarchy but is much more so than in the
aggregate case, These cfustering results, therefore, do
strengthen the observation that the ÍNDSCAL sofution shows
tighter cfustering. The KYST sofution was computed fron the
mean values of alf subjects' data, ancl, possibly, the strength
of similarity among the eight activities was decreased du,e
to extreme scores, The INDSCAL process does not use mean
single activities

anal two

values, and, therefore, might not have used these extreme
values, resulting in greater similarity among activities and a
"different" s oluti on.
The dimensions found in these data seem to reflect,
therefore, an athle tic/non-ath1e tic activi'ty continuum
which is reflected in the passive-active, group-ind.ividual,

6T

properties. The second dimension woufd
seem to represent a "weak" group - individual pattern, for
volleybal1, to read and play rnusical
example, basketbaff,
instrument. The third climension seems to reffect a social/
entertainment - individuafistic pursuits arrangement, for
example, movies, and visiting friends to sew and play a
and indoor-outdoor

musical instrument, al-though an indoor-outdoor pattern is

in the KYSI configuration.
The "goodness" of the ]NDSCAL solution nay be reflected
to some extent by the variance it accounts for in each
subject's data, This information, presented in Table B,
is avail-able by squaring a set of correfation coefficients
produced by INDSCAL, Variation in these values indicates
that the solution was quite good. for some subjecls (r2=.81,
.76) not good at a1l- for others 1r2=.to, .f1, .11), but on
the average fairly reasonable, .44, Dimension safiences, or
the importance attacheal to each dimension, for each subject'
are tabulated in Íabfe 9, and reflect the proportion of
variance (63%) wlnldn the first d.imension accounted for in
the solution. Most subjects (f6 of 26) used it more than
other's, and, to quite a substantiaf degree.
seen

Ii ty Results
Intrasubject refiability coefficients for th.e 24
subjects of the lOOø Substitutabilily Group, which are
recorded in Table f which was presented ea?l.ier, indicate
reliabifities as good as those in the f0ø Similarity Group.
100%

S

ubs

ti

tutab i

6z

Tabl-e

B

Frequency Distribution of ïndividual - Subjects'
Squared Correlations from 1001 Groups'
Three Dimension TNDSCAI, Solutions
Squared

C

orre].atí

on

.81 and over

.4t .2t .ot+ .61

SimiJ.arity

Substitutability

L

0

.Bo

4

4

.60

TL

5

.40

6

10

.2o

l+

Mean

.437

.349

Medlan

,t+4o

.36!

63

Tab]-e 9
j ec t Dimension Saliences from Ioo/"
Similarity Group' s INDSCAI Analysis

Individual-Sub

Dimension

Subject
L

.28

2

.oy

3
4

5
6

.42

.3I

,t4

.41
,38

.49
,25
.44
.11
.24
.L5

7

.79

B

,Ltg

9
10

.20
,19
.42
.53

.t6

Éa

.63
.86
.78

.33
.42
,14
.18

-,22

-.25

1B

,zJ

cÉ

1A

'

t+7

.40
.34
. jL

1!
t2
I3

t4
t5
t6
t7

20
27

22

23
24

.50
.52
.5o
, Llr2

oÊ

,)¿

26

.40

,29
.54

.49
.36
,¿J
,25

.30
.L9
,20

.t7
,29
.25
,09

.2r
.19
,zo
.

ro

.10
.10
.23
.10
..LU

.03
.L4
,T7
.23

'J¿
.09
.24

,).
.38
.20
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fevel of
reliabiJ-ity in students' rating of leisure activity substitutability, and since only one subject had a value as
1ow as .55, a'IL subjects' data was retained for further
The mean ,rtr,ru

o,

.

BJ indicates a generally high

analysis,

to find M'D'S'
sofutions in one through six dimensions for the aggregate
subs ti tutabili ty matrix of this group. Stress values that
were observed. are recorded in Tabte 10, and are plotted in
Figure 2, for a comparison with Ì.;}le IOOy'" Similarity Group's
alata, These val-ues are larger, at each given dirnens ionality '
than the corresponding LOO% Similarity Group's stress ' They
afso indicate that a three dimension solution with stress
equal to .116 does not fit these data as wefl as the three
dimension stress of .09? for the l-00Ø Sinitarity Group' A
higher dimensionality solution would be required if stress
were to be used as a criterion of goodness-of-fit'
INDSCAI was used to find "weighted" group solutions in
turo through four dimension spaces. The summary information
for these solutions was presented in Table I with comparable
information from the 10Ø Sinilarity Group's INDSCAI analyses '
The three and four dimension solutions account fot 36%
anð, 4Ø" of the variance, respectivèly. Both of these values
are lower ttran the three dimension Similarity solution, and'
are only as good as the two dimension solution for that data'
The first ilimension of the three climension S ubs titutab ility
The KYST computer program was used
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Tab1e 10

Stress Data for Substitutability Groups'
KYST Sol-utions

Group

Number

of

Log

Loo%

Transform

Dimens i ons

Frequency

.050

,UÓ¿

.011

.

,o63

,

104

.oL5

,o77

.o9r

'r37

,o2B

.026

4 04

.oLtI

.040

. LO¿

.262

.084

.o99

.2Lt'4

.416

'172

,L65

, -t.Lo

013
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sofution accounts for 64% of the common variance, a figure
consistent with the 63% tow¡ in the comparable Similarity
case, The dimensions of the Substitutability solution are
not correfated to any substantial degree, as shown in Tabl-e
4 presented earlier, and suggest, just as in the Similarity
solutions, that al-f dimensions reflect differing sources of
variation. Only three subjects in this group used the
fourth dimension more than any other, anai they al-so displayed
below average correspondence to the group solution, even in
the four dimension case with .re2of .30, ,09, and '3?. Al-though
a three dimension space does not provide a particularly good
fit to the data, neither does a four dimension solution. In
light of this, and since a three dimension c onf igl;rati on was
already chosen to represent the Similarity space, a three
dimension solutíon wilf afso be taken to represent this
S ubs titutability
data. This not only provides for d.irect
visual interpretation of the whole c onfigurati on but also
allows more real-istic comparisons to be made with the
Similarity structure, Some anafyses of the three dimension
sofution were al-so done on the four dimension INDSCAL sol-ution
to determine if it provides any reasonable interpre tati onaladvantage

in discussing leisure activity

subs

ti tutabili ty '

The three dimension KYST and INDSCAL configurations

are presented in Figures B and ! respectively. The KYST
sofution has been rotated to the INDSCAI solution and, as
Table 11 indicates, it is very simil-ar to that solution.
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lable
Cosines

70o%
Sub
KYST

11

of

AngJ-es among the Three Dimension Axes of the
1001 substitutability INDSCAL and Rotated
100ø Substitutability KyST Sotutions

stitutabiJ-ity

100ø

Substitutability

L
2
3

,867
.4Bo

.t32

-.463
.875
-.rt+L

INDSCA],

.183

-.067
-.98L
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for the three dimension KYST
solution arrd the three and four dimension INDSCAL solutions
of this group. The resufts of these are presented in
Tables L2 and. 11, respectively. Dimension 1 of the KYST
sol-ution is highty correl-ated with the passive-active,
group-individual, and s imple -diffícul-t properties. As seen
in Figure B, this reffects the same athletic activity- nonathl-etic activity continuum found for i.,Lre LO}/" Sinilarity
solutions. This dimension is afso apparent in the configuration for the INDSCAI space of this S ubs ti tutability Group
which is in Figure p, The PROI'IT analysis of both the three
and four dimension INDSCAI configurations also reffect these
properties' correlation with Dimension 1 with the exception
of the group- individ.ual property, but nost highly with the
indoor-outdoor property. Dimension 2 of both the KYST and
TNDSCAI solutions correlates with the group-individual
property. This group-individual variation can be seen when,
for exarnple, sewing, reading, and window shopping are at
one end. of the dimension whil-e dancing, attending sports
events, and basketball- are at the other. Dimension 3 of the
KYST solution is corefated with the familiarity, indoorPROFIT

analyses were done

outdoor and enjoyment property vectors, but from an inspection

of the configuration none of these properties seems to
account for most of the variation along the dimension'
The third INDSCAL d.imension in the three dímension solution
correlates with the mental involvement property.

/L

Tabl- e

I2

Correl-ation (Rho ) and Directi-on Cosines of
Properties wítin ßOrt Substitgtability Group's
Three Dimension KYST* Solution

Maximum

Prop

Dímensi on

erty

Rho

tive

.879

.801

Indo or-0utdo or

.66o

-.3r9

Group - Indi-viduaJ-

.610

.660

Simple-Difficult

.)(L

-.782

Mental Involvement

.469

-.419

,473

.28L

'370

-,302

?as sive -Ac

FamiJ-iari

ty

Enj oyment

aRotated

to

7OO%

Substitutability

-,5ro
.486
-,?50
,615

- ,312

-.814
-,040
.

L00

-.6w -.679
-.056 .958
-.5t3

INDSCAL

-.803

solution.
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TabJ-e 1J

Correl-ation (Rho) and Direction Cosines of
Properties wiLh Ljo% Substitutability Group's
Three and Four Dinension INDSCAI, Sol-utions

Maximum

Prop

Dimens i on

erty

Rho

'o ( )

.825 - .557

.o97

Group - Indívi dual-

.806

.¿ro -,Yz¿

.

SirnpJ-e-Difficult

.7 59

Enj oynent

,6?B

FaniJ-iarity

.597

Indoor-0utdo or

.

Mental lnvolvement

.t73

Pas

sive -Ac

tive

)o1

J¿¿

-.%4 -.266 .4?
-.606 -.?89 .roz
.?9r .593 -.149
-.998 -.o28 .o4B
-.496 .7?B -.850
l+

Pas

sive -Ac tive

Group - lndivi

dual

.875

.Br5 -.558

.o7r

,740

B1B

.t\g -.936

.254

.t57

.

SimpJ-e-Dífficult

.780

Enj oynent

.689

FaniJ-iari

ty

,

õzó

Indo or-0utdo or

,62z

Mental Invol-vement

.297

-.925 -.326 .789 .050
-.5o9 -.?9o .t4? -,3o9
.?7o .628 -.096 -.o54
-.945 -.L6o -.050 .279
.06? .33? -.263 -.902

?3

Hierarchical cfuster anafyses were done on the aggregate
subs titutab ility rnatrix and on two Euclidean distance
matrices conputed from the KYST and. f NDS CAI-, three dimension
solutions. This was done in order to document the extent
to which athletic activitj-es grouped together, as in the
10Ø Similarity solutions. This strong athtetic activity
clustering is not apparent in the tree díagrams of the
aggregate matrix (Fig, 10), of KYST Eucl-idean distances
matrix (Fig. 11) but does appear in the tree diagrarn of
the distances computed from the INDSCAL sofution as seen in
Figure 12. In this fatter diagram, another clustering emerges,

for exarnple, such activities as movies, T,V,,
visiting friends, and playing card.s. But this is not
reflected in the M, D. S. conf igr.rration.
the three cÌimension INDSCAL solution accounts for an
average of 36.I% of subjects variance in ratings. The
upper range of individual r2 values, seen in Table B, is not
as high as for the Similarity Group, with values of ,74,
.?3 a:nd,68 with the lower values being smaller, ,04, .08,
and .10, Table 14 fists the dimension safiences of the 2þ
subjects in this group. Fifteen of these subjects weighted
Dimension 1 most heavily, whife four and five subjects
stressed Dimensions 2 a;:nd ), respectively.
this S ubs ti tutabili ty solution not only accourtts for
l-ess variance than the corresponding Similarity sol-ution,
but is less interpretabfe as welf, Two FACT06 anafyses were
which incl-udes,
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lab]-e

14

Individual-Sub j ect Dimension Saliences lrom tOo/"
Substitutabili ty Group's INDSCAI Analysis
Subj

ect

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
B

o

10
11

t2
t3
It+
T6
1B

10
20

2t
22

23
2l+

Dimens

ion

,34 .zLt .79
.84 .o7 .oB
.t5 .3t+
,Ð
.42 ,38 .o9
.oB .o2 ,31
. oB
.74 .10
.6t .L3 .o2
,29 ,t2 ,rll
.31 .22 .05
.53 .26 .t4
.13 ,tL .49
.r9 .04 .57
,7r .3r .2o
.t+6
-. 03 -.75
'3? .24 .18
.57 .31 .21
.42 .5o ,72
,78 .3o .o9
,rg .48 .1o
.62 ,t7 .1B
.60 .22 .04
.74 .21 .05
.28 ,30 ,37
,r5 .18 .t3
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to see to what extent the three and four dimension
Substitutability solutions could correspond to the comparable
Similarity solutions given a rotation to maximal congruence
in each case. Table lJ indicates that the first dimension
of both four dimension solutions are highly correlated.
After that it is apparent that the extraction of dirnensions
is different in each solution with the second, third and
for¡rth Similarity dimensions correÌating most highly with
the fourth, second, and third S ubs ti tutability dinensions,
respectively. The results of the comparison of the three
dimension sol-utions in Table 16 inclicate that the configurations do not bear a one-to-one relationship. Although
the first dimension of the Similarity solution correl-ates
most highly with the first dimension of the S ubs ti tutabili ty
solutön, the second dimension correlates to approximately
the same degree with alf three dimensions of the Substitutability solution. The actual correlations between dimensions,
computed across the 20 stimul-us loadings of the two sol-utions
are .)4I, -.189, and -.280 representing the first, second
and third dimensions' correl-ations with each other. The
FACTO6 comparison of the two KYST structures in fable lf
indicates that an al-most perfect one-to-one relationship
could be achieved through rotation of the S ubs ti tutabili ty
solution to the Similarity solution, The actual correlations
of these solutions' dimensions, when both have been rotated.
to their respective IOUI Grouçt 's INDSCAI, solution, are
conducted
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Tabl-e 15

of Angfes among the Four Dimension Axes
of the 100Ø Sinilarity INDSÛAI and Rotated
1001 Substitutability INDSCAÍ, Sol-utions

Cosines

1001 SiniJ-arity

Tool¿

Substitutability
lNDSCAI

7
2
3
t+

.905

-.290

-.328
.260

-.274
,M5

-,28o

-,817

INDSCAL

.3oB
.?66
-.260
-,5oo

- .041
.4Bo

,832
,277
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Table

16

of AngJ-es among the Three Dimension Axes
of the 100ø Similarity INDSCAI and Rotated
100ø substitutability fNDScAt solutions

Cosines

100%

I
7o016

SubstitutabiJ-ity

2

]NDSCAI

3

Similarity

.8L2 -.56?
-.484 -.52o
-.326 -.û8

INDSCAT-,

.r39
.703

-.697

fabl-e

17

of Angl-es among the Three Dimension
of the tOO% Sim:.j.aÏi ty KYST and Rotated
1001 Substitutability KYST Sol-utions

Cosines

100ø

too%

Substitutability
KYST

L
2
3

Simil-arity

Axes

KYST

.999

-,ozL+

,o27

,026

.996

-.088

-.o24

. OBB

.996

B2

-.5?3 for the first, second and third
dimensions respectively. The large corelation between the
first dimensions of the Similarity and S ubs ti tutability
INDSCAL solutions may be accormted for by the athfetic
activity clustering, strongly present in the former and not
quite so strongly present in the latter case.
.838, -.o28,

and,

6Ø and Sort Similarity

Resul-ts

to complete task measures when averaged across
subjects in each group indicates that tLle 6o/" PairedComparison and Sort methods require less time lkran tlre I0O/"
Paired Comparison task. The mean values for the Ioo/" ' 60/",
and- Sort Similarity groups are IB. 52, II'85, arLd' 5.I4
minutes respectively' The corresponcling values for the
groups are 2f.?4, L2.t4, and J.BB minutes.
S ubs ti tutability
the s ummary table of an analysis of variance computed is
presented in Tabl-e fB. The method of data collection
results in a statistically significant difference in scores
(F2,¡5=r3?.55, p¿' 00f ), whil-e the difference between
Similarity Groups and Subs titutabili ty Groups (Ff, ff5=
4.36, p¿.03?) contributes to a nuch smaller difference'
atbeit a statistically reliabfe one when using d - .O5
as a reference point. The different methods used to collecÌ
M,D,S, data do require differing amounts of time with the
The time

l0Ol Groups needing the most and the Sort methods the least.
Scheffe's rnultiple comparison procedure was used to fo1low

this significant

Method.

main

effect and it

was deterrnined

B3

Tabl-e 18

Analysis of Variance Sumnary Tabfe for the
Time

to

Complete Task Measure

p
Methoda

?9.60 r

Setb
Method X Set

ûlithin
To

5026.52 2

tal-c

5r.34 2
270L.22 rt5
?2O2,gB 12o

value

.55

.001

?9.60

4.t6

.w?

25.6?

1.40

.248

2513,26

L37

IB.27
60.O2

aIoolo Paired-Compariso n, 60% Pa5-red-C onparison, and
Sort data collection methods,

bsimilarity or substitutabil-Íty instruction set.
tN=121 rather t:naî L23 due to non-response.

B4

that afl- three mean values are significantly alifferent
from one another n z ,o5.
The nature of ind.ividual subjects I data sets in the
6V/" and, Sort Similarity groups is such that only aggregate
KYST anafyses were conducted. INDSCAL is a metric procedure for complete data sets, and because ]NÐSCAIM, capable
of hanctling missing data, and NINDSCAI, for non-metric
individual M.D,S, were not available, only KYST solutions
could be found. Stress data from KYST analyses for solutions
in one through six dímensions for ti.,:re 6ú/" Similarity Group,
and the Log ¿]frd Frequency data sets of the Sort Group were
presented earl-ier in Table 2. These are graphed with the
10Ø Simila?ity Group's stress data in Figure ll . The
6V/" Gl.oup 's stress vafues are higher at every dimension
than the other stress vafues, whife the two Sort curves
are lower at al-most all points. No distinct elbows are
present in any curve although at both the three ancl four
dimension points "bends" occur. The stress values in three
dimensions are .140, ,086, and .064 for Ìune 6o/", log, and
Frequency sólutions respectively. The first vafue does
not inclicate very good fit while the l-atter two do. The
three dimension sol-ution wilt be presented and. interpreted
as they are included prirnarity for their comparison with
the LOO% Sinilarity Group's configuration which was already
chosen to be three dimensionat,
The three dimension 6o% S imi.lari ty soÌution, after
rotation to the Lo@" Group 's INDSCAL configuration, is
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presented

in Figure 14. A PRoFIT analysis, Table f9'

indicates that:

I correlates with the passive-active, indooroutdoor, and simple-difficult property vectors,
2, Dimension 2 correlates most highly with the.enjoyment,
famitiarity and mental invofvement property vectors, and
3. the incloor-outdoor property has the largest corel-ation
with the thirci dimension but this is not a large value.
A FACT06 comparison of the 6V" s oLution with i"Lre I00%
sol-ution, to which it was rotated which is shown in Tabl-e
20, indicates that the first, second. and third dimensions
of each solution do correspond although not extremely so.
'Iine 6O% Similarity configuration does refl-ect the athl-etic
activity - non-athletic activity separation seen in earlier
sol-utions but much greater variation than in tine IOO/"
Similarity INDSCAÏ, is present afl dimensions. The second
cÌimension is correlated less highly with the group-individual
property than is the case in the 100ø INDSCAL analysis and
al-though it is reflected in the configuration not strongly
so, The third climension displays rnoderate indoor-outdoor
variation as did ftine Io0% KYST solution.
The rotated three dimension Similarity Sort Log configuration is presented in Figure 1J. the PROFIT anaiysis
of this sol-ution in Table 2l indicates that Dimension 1 is
highly correlated with the passive-active property. Dimension
2 is correlated with the faniliarity and indoor-outcloor
1,

Dimension

Figure
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Tabl-e

I9

Correlation (Rho ) and Direction Cosines of
Properties witin 6oi1" SimiJarity Group ' s
Three Dimension KYST' Solution

Maximum

Dimens i on

Property
Pass ive -Ac

Rho

ti-ve

.846

or

.604

Indo or-0utdo
Enj oyment

.6oz

Familiarity

.580

Mental- fnvolvernent

.567

-Individual
Simple -DifficuJ.t

.547

Group

.543

tRotat"d to loo% Similarity

.998
-.752
.34o
.t50
.L?1
.600
-.860
INDSCAL.,

.or4 .0óB
.3t3 .580
.893 .295
-.9?5 -.t66
,gB3 ,063
-.?Zz -,222
.372 .350
sol-ution.
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labl-e

20

of Angles among the Three Dj-mension Axes
of the 100Ø Similarity INDSCAL and Rotated

Cosines

6Oy'"

SimíIarity

KYST

Solutions

1001

Similarity

7

.801

2

-.259

3

-.540

6oy'"

Similarity
KYST

INDSCAI

-.1t65
.B3B
-.286

-.378
.4Bo

-.?92
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Ice skating-
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Three Dimensíon Rotated KYST Solution for the
Simílarity Sort Group's L,og Data
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3. Vi6it with friendB
4, feleviÊion
5. Movies
6. snoiÌnobile
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8. üJindow shop
shoD
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Tabl-e 21

Correlation (Rho) and Direction Cosines of
Properties with Similarity Sgrt Log Transform
Three Dimension KYST* Sofution

Maximum

Dimens i on

Propert y

Rho

Simple-Difficult

,976

-IndividuaJ-

,BB7

,

tive
Familiari ty

,B3L

.973

.?45

.538

Enj oynent

.6lz

-.729

.54r

-.459

.415

-.367

Group

Pas síve -Ac

Indo or-0utdo

or

Mental Involvement

-.6t4
oôz

.548
.410
,o95
-.?23
.489
.757
-.757

tRotu.t"d to too% Sinilarity INDSCAÍ, sol-ution.

-.568
-.62?
,2r2
.432

-.480

-.475
,9rB

92

properties while Dimension I is only moderately correlated
with the group-individual property. Table 22 indicates

that the Log dimensions do not correl-ate on a one-to-one
basis with the INDSCAI dimensions, The first dimensions
are correlated with each other, but each of the second and
third TNDSCAL d.imensions corelate with two Log dimensions.
The dimension "labels", as suggested by the PRoFIT analysis
d.o indeed seem to refJ.ect the pattern of the configuration
as seen in Figure IJ, Athfetic, that is, active, activities
are at one end of Dimension f with passive activities such
as rea¿Iing, T.V., l-istening to music, at the other, The
second d.imension does reflect the indoor-outdoor property,
with cross-country skiing and snovimobiling at one end and
playing cards and visiting friends at the other, for example.
The third dimension refl-ects an individual-group variation
with attending sports events, rnovies, concerts, volleybalf
at one extreme and sewing, reading anct þlaying a musical
instrument at the other; Iine IOO/" Sirnitarity INDSCAL
solution generafly reffects these same dimensions but in a
different order, anal not to the extremes of this solution.
The Frequency configuration of the Similarity Sort
Group is graphed in Figure 16. The corresponciing PROFIT
analysis is in Table 21. This analysis indicates that the
passive-active and group-individual
s imple - difficult,
properties correlate most highly with Dimensions 1, 2, a;nð, 3,
respectiveÌy, Table 24 indicates that the Similarity Sort

a?

Tabl-e 22

of Angl-es among the Three Dimension Axes
of the 1O0l Similarity INDSCAI and Rotated
Similarity Sort Log Sol-utions

Cosines

1001

SimiJ-arity
S

ort

Log Transform

Similarity

I

.?69

2

-.279
.570

INDSCAL

,51+2
-.648
,328

,328

.684
.6t+t
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Three Dimension Rotated KYSÎ Solution for the
Similarity Sort Group's Frequency Data

A. Play calds
B. Attend a?o¡t6 event
C, Play nusical inst¡unent
D, Attend concê¡ts/plays
B. Ba¿lminton
F. Swi¡r lndoorÉ
C. Sew
IL Ba6ketball
I. fce Elratj.ng
J, Doraîhill 6ki
N. Dancinå/partylng
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IabJ-e 2J

Correlati-on (Rho) and Direction Cosines of
Properties with S imil-ari ty. S ort Frequency

Maximum

Three Dimension KYST* Sol-ution

Dimens i on

Property

Rho

Group-.Individual

.902

Símp1e-Difficult

. BB1

Pas

s

ive -Ac tive

.803

Familiari ty

.780

Enj oyment

.6gz

Indo or-0utdo

or

.645

Mental Invol-vement

aRotrted to

7oo%

.474

Similarity

.058 -.297 -.953
-.Ø8 .554 -.fi4
.372 -,900 -.227
.644 - .5?t .509
-.5o4 .74 -.41s
-.426 .nB - .523
-.LLtz ,6tB .??3
INDSCAL sot-ution.
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TabLe 24

of Angl-es among the lhree Dimension Axes
of the 100ø Simil-arity INDSCAL, and Rotated
Similarity Sort Frequency Solutions

Cosines

|OOrt

Similarity
Sort

Simllarity

INDSCAT-',

L

-.825

.506

.252

)

.256

-.062

.965

3

-,5o4

-,860

,o74

Frequency
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Frequency solution corresponds very closely

Similarity

TNDSCAL, much more

to

i"ine I00%

so than the Log sofution did,

of extraction of dimensions is not consistent but
the initividuat-group dimension (#Z) of the INDSCAL sol-ution
does corespond to the individuaf-group dimension (#3) of
the Frequency solution. Although the PROFIT analysis
suggests that the first dimension is not a passive-active one,
inspection of Figure 16 makes it apparent that it is there,
at feast as refl-ected in an athletic activity - non-athletic
activity separation. The second dimension of the Frequency
solution correfates highly with the thirct dimension of the
INDSCAI sol-ution as seem in the FACT06 comparison, but
whereas an indoor-outdoor dimension is seen in the former,
this is not reflected in the latter, An indoor-outdoor
dimension was observett in the l-0Ø Similarity KYST solution,
and is thus congruent with this sotution,
The order

Since the f,og solution and Frequency solution are

arrived at through M.D.S. of matrices derived from the same
data source, people's sorting of activi.ties, they should be
very similar. A comparison of them, as done by FACT06, is
presented in lable 25 a:nd, inilicates that excellent congruence could be obtained through an appropriate rotation,
The actual- correlation between stimul-us coordinates of the

first,

third dimensions of each sol-ution are
.696, ,472, arrd, . BB1, and indicate that the results are in
the expecteil direction. the oomelations are not higher
second and

9B

Table 2J

of Angles aflong the Three Dimension Axes
of the Simi-larity Sort T,og and Rotated
Similarity Sort Frequency Solutions

Cosines

Similarity Sort l-,og

Similarity
Sort

Frequency

L

-'993

2

_.ot+3

3

- ,1L0

-.o25
,987
-.t5B

-,716
,L 55

.9Bt

because these solutions were both

rotated to the

INDSCAI

sofution, and, therefore, their fit to each other

was not

maximized.

Sort Subs titutabil-i ty Resutts
Just as was the case for tine 60% and Sort Similarity
Groups' data, only KYST analyses are appropriate to tlre 6O%
and Sort Substitutability data, Stress data from KYST
solutions in one through six dimensions for ùre 60%
6OØ and.

S

ubs

ti tutability Group's data and the Log and Frequency

matrices computed from the Sort Group's data were presented

earfier in

10. They indicate that the thTee dimension
6V/" s oluÌ.ion fits the data quite poorly (stress = .J-8f) and
that only in six dimensions d.oes the value of stress for
this group go befow .l-00. Both Sort Group's three dimension
solutions provide a good fit to the atata with stress equal
to .041 and ,O&O for the log and Frequency sofutions,
respectively. fn the stress curves for this data in Figure
f7, the el-bows in the Sort Group's sol-utionsr curves at the
three dinension point are the only indication in al-l- stress
data presented of the underl-ying clirnens i onali ty of a configuration. There are no breaks in the other curves pfotted.
Three dimension configurations will be presented and interpreted for all of the following S ubs ti tutabili ty Solutions.
The three dimension 6Ø Su¡s titutability KYST solution,
after rotation to tine IOO% S ubs titutab-ility INDSCAL configuration, is presented in Figure 18. The PROF]T analysis for
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Three Dimension Rotated KYST Sol-utión
60ø Substitutability Group

K. Danclng,ôa¡tying

J. lJôl¡llrlrtr-L sKl

C, Sew
H. Basketball
I Ice €kating.

1, t isteh to rûusic
2. c¡osscountry ski
3, Vi6it with friend6
4. llelevision
5. Moviea
6. snonmobíle
?. Read
8. l¡indow 6hop
9. Voueybau
A. Play car¿ls
B, Attend spo¡ts êvent
C. Play musical lnstrunent
D. Atte¡d concerts/ll€.yE
E. Badminton
F. Swim indoors
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this sofution, the summary of which is in Table 26 indicates:
f. That the first dimension correl-ates with the sinpledifficult, familiarity and group-individual properties,
2. Dimension 2 correl.a1.'es with the mental- involvement,
passive-active and enjo¡rment properties, and that
). Dimension J does not correlate highly with any property.

relationships do not correspond to those appearing in
t";ne I0o% substitutability INDSCAI-, solutions which mighl
have been expected as a result of the good fit between these
sofutions as indicated by FACT06 results in Tabl-e 2?. An
inspection of the configuration in Figure 18 suggests that
the athfetic - non-athfetic dimension which has been present
in all solutions to this point is there as wel1, but with
more variance associated with it,
The athl-etic activity
clustering previously seen is not so obvious, anal, therefore,
properties such as indoor-outdoor and familiarity correlate
more highly with it while other properties correlate less
well , The group-indiviclual variation previously seen is
not readily apparent in ,Dimension 2,
for which there
These

is no obvious fabef. The third dimension seems to reflect
a simple - diffi cul t continuum with activities such as T.V.,
movies, listening to music at the simple end and basketbal-l-,
playing musicaf instrument, volleyball at the difficult end.
There are some activities that would seem to be out of pface,
such as downhifl skiing at the "simpfe" end and dancing/
partying at the "difficutt" end. This sofution does not

Lo3

Eabl-e 26
Maximun

Coretation (Rho) and Direction Cosines of
60% Substitgtability Group's

Propertíes wiÌ-]n

Three Dinension KYST- Solution

Prop

Group
Pas

s

Dimensi on

erty
.693

-Indívidual-

ive -Ac tive

.68B

Enj oyment

.6?o

SimpJ.e-Difficult

.592

FamiJ-iarity

.489

Indo or -0utdo or

.458

Mental lnvofvement

.r32

tRotrt"d to

7oo1"

.620
.558
-.297
- .831
.?26
-.587
.050

substitutabitity

-.59? .sLo
-.794 .240
-.782 -.55t
- .o55 - .553
.48? .1+86
.753 -.298
.gLT .4o9

TNDSCAI

sot-ution.
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Table

27

of AngJ-es among the Three Dimension Axes
of the 1001 Substitutability INDSCAT., and
Rotated 6oØ Substitutability Sol-utions

Cosines

1001

INDSCAT.,

L

-,yzo

,t9t

-.324

2

-.280

- ' y¿o

.254

3

.257

-.326

6o%

SubstitutabiJ-ity

Substitutability

KYST

-,9II

Lo5

correspond weff

with the

INDSCAL

oi

KYST subs

ti tutabili ty

solutions interpreted earl-ier,
the rotated. three dimension Substitutability Sort I.,og
configuration is presented in Figure f9, The corresponding
PROFIT analysis results are in Table 28. Inspection of it
ind.icates that Dimension f is correlated with the passiveactive familiarity, s imple - alifficult, and indoor-outdoor
properties. Visuaf inspection of the configuration makes

it apparent that this is due to the athletic activities
foading at one end of that dimension. The seconcl dinension
is highly correfated with the group-individual property.
This is consistent with the IOO% Group 's solutions but is
contrary to the FACT06 results, Table 29, which suggest
that group-individual variation of the 100ø INDSCAI, solution
shoufd appear in the third Log dimension. The third dimension
of the Log solution reflects some distinct cfusterings of
activities which correspond to an indoor-outd.oor variation
but overall this is not readily apparent. Four winter outdoor activities, that is, skating, snowmobiling, crosscountry skiing, and downhill skiing, cluster together at one
extreme portion of the dimension, with other activities such
as wind.ow shopping, attending concerts/plays, anal T.V, also
being at that end of the dimension, Four other sports

activities, generally performed indoors, that is, basketball,
badminton, swirnming indoors, and volleybalf, cluster together
at the other extreme of the third dinension with activities

I(.

Danc

lng,/pârtying

Figure

1P

Three Dimension Rotated KYST Solution for the
Substítutability Sort Group's I.,og Data

A. Play cardÉ
B. Attend spolts event
even
c, Play nusical ins.tr
instrunent
ts/pLdy.
D.. Attend concerts/pl
Ð. ladminton
¡. Swiri indoorÉ
C. se$r
H. Basketbau
I. Ice akating
J. Downhi}L skl

1. LiÉtê¡ to nuÊic
2. C¡osscountr:y ski
3. Yi6it rith friendE
4. Television
5. Movies
6. snowlltobile
?, Read
L l'lindow shoÞ
9. volleybau
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Table 28
Maximum Correlation (Rho) and Directi-on Cosines of
Properties with Substitutability Sort log
Transform Three Dimension KYST* Solution
Prop

D

erty

tive
Sinple -Difficult

.93r

?as sive -Ac

Group-

.9TL

Individual

.892

Indo or-0utdo or

.7 50

FamiJ-.iarity

.7L3

Mental Involvement

.583

Enj o¡nnent

.46L

"Rot"t"d to

imension

Rho

!oQ/"

.753 -.2o8 .624
-.664 -.6fi -.364
- .001 - ,877 .480
-.6?8 .t?r .Zr5
.7:53 .269 --6oj
.o92 .?5o .655
-.5Ð -.?39 .4oo

Substitutability

INDSCA]¡

solution.
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Íable 2)
Cosines of Angles among the Three Dimension Axes
1001 Substitutability INDSCAL and Rotated
Substitutability Sort Log Solutions
1001

SubstitutabiJ-i- ty
S ort

I-,o9 TransforûI

Substitutability

1

.978

2

,L07
.L7B

-,204
.376
.927

of the

INDSCAI,

.0+3

-.943
.33t

LOg

such as playing cards,

visiting friends, and dancing/partying
also at that end, The splitting up of the athl_etic activities
into tru o clusters woufd seem to have caused the apparent
indoor-outdoor rel-ationship with this dimension.
The three dimension S ubs titutab i1i ty Sort Frequency
configurati on is presented in Figure 20. The PROFIT analysis
for this solution is summarized in Tabfe 30. Inspection of
this tabfe again reflects the athl_etic activity defining
passive-active, and s imple - diffi cult properties but not the
group-individual property. This property is correlated with
the second dimension, and inspection of the configuration
indicates that the clusterings in the l,og solution are
present and even more distinctly separate and that the other
activities have been aligned into a clear group_indj_vidual
continuum as welf, The third dimension of this sofution
displays the two athletic activity groupings which correspond
to an indoor-outdoor difference but the other activitíes do
not appear to vary in any obvious way. This Substítutability
Sort Frequency solution does bear a strong resernblance to
the substitutability rNDscAL sofution to which it was rotated,
also as indicated. by the FACT06 results presented in fabfe 3f.
Since it was apparent that the Similarity Sort l,og and
Frequency solutions could be matched afmost perfectly and in

fact were highly correlated, the two S ubs titutability Sort
solutions were compared to assess their sirnilarity. FACT06
resufts (Ta¡1e )2) ind,icate that these solutions could be

Figure
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Three Dimension Rotated KYST Sol-ution for the
Substitutability Sort Group's Frequency Data
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Correl-ation (Rho) and Direction Cosines of
Properties with Substitutabillty Sort Frequency
Three Dimension KTST' Solution

Maximum

Prop

Pass ive -Ac
S

Dimensi on

erty

Rho

tíve

.959

imple-DífficuJ-t

Group - Indívi

.880

dual

.856

Indo or-0utdo or

.747

FamiJ-iarity

.69!

Mental fnvolvement
En

j o¡rrnent

"Rotu.t"d

É É1

,423

to

IOOrt

.?64
-.?46
-,otz
-.7o2
,? 55
.t45
- .52o

Substitutability

-.58r
-.ot6
-,922
-.548
.608
-.rB?
-.854

INDSCAL

-.28o
.666
.3BB

-.455
.2t+5

-.9?2
- ,ot7

sot-ution.

lab]-e

3l-

of Angles among the Three Dimension Axes of
ÌJne lOO% Substitutability INDSCAI, and Rotated
Substitutability Sort Frequency Solutions

Cosines

Substitutabil-ity
S

ort

Frequency

1001

Substitutability

L

.963

2

-,lUO

.248

-,t68
-.955
,2t+4

INDSCAI

,21r
-.277

-.938

t73
Iabl-e J2

of Angles among the Three Dimension Axes
of the Substitutabi-Iity Sort Ï.,og and Rotated
Substitutabílity Sort Frequency Solutions

Cosines

Substitutability Sort Log

Substitutability
S ort
Frequenc y

t

1

2

-.or7

.000

.004

-.ot7

-.oo5

.999
.030

-.010

-

1

.000

ß4
rotated to a perfect fit with one another. The actual
correlations between the corresponding dimensions of these
solutions after their rolation to the 100ø INDSCAI sofution
a":l1e .940, ,733, a:nd. -,595, The only apparent visuaf difference
between the configurations is the more distinct clustering of

activities in the Frequency sol-ution.
' Sofution Space
It is apparent in alf the preceeding solutions that the
first dimension of each is related to an athletic - nonathletic oontinuum. The other dimensions do not reflect such
a strong resembfa.nce, at least across sets of solutions,
that is, Similarity versus Substitutabiliff. Two INDSCAL
analyses were conducted to cletennine how dimensions of the
100ø Simifarity and 10@ Substitutability fNDSCAt configurations were weightecl, that is, to find dimension salienees,
by different''. three dimension group solutions. Euclidean
distance matrices were computed for aff f0 three dimension
M.D.S. solutions, These natrices formed pseudo subjects in
INDSCAL anal-yses, in which dimension saliences were found
for them which best fitted their sol-utions to either of the
"target" three dimension 1NDSCAL sofutions. The squared
Groups

correfations between the pseudo subjects' matrices and the
input configurations are l-isted in Table ll . Inspection of
these indicates that tkLe IOO/" Similarity solution accounts
for over 6O% of eight solutionsi variance with the exceptions
being the 10Ø Substitutability INDSCAI-, anð, 6o/" Substituta-

LI5

Table

33

for in

Ten Solutions' Euclidean Distance
Slmil-ari ty and Substitutability
Three Dimension INDSCAL Solutions

Variance Accounted

Matrices by the

S

oluti

Io1rt Sírl

on

INDSCA],

1001 Sim KYSÎ

60ø sim

KYST

Sim Sgrt

T..,og

IOO%

1001

Similarity
1

1001

Substitutability

.00

.64

.89

.78

.6t

.53

.6?

.6?

Sim Sort Freq
LooF"

sub

100ø Sub

INDSCAT

.54

KYST

.?6

6ol sun rrsr
Sub Sort ]Jog
Sub Sort Freq

1

.00

.36

.30

.66

.74

.69

!76

bility

KYS

T solutions.

T|ne l-OO% Substitutability

configr;ration

also accounts for ov er 60/o of each of eight solutions'
variance, with the exception of the 6O/" S imiJeri ty KYST,

ti tutability KYST solutions. This latter finding
is consistent with the laek of similarity in their PROFIT
results. Both Sort Groups' sol-utions were accoì.lnted for
afmost equally well by either target solution whereas the
6Ol S ubs ti tutab ility sol-ution was accoLurted for equafly
poorJ-y, Ilne I0O% Similarity configuration accounts for both
IOO/" KYSI solutions better than does the S ubs ti tutability
sol-ution, the climension sal-iences of these sofutions are
indicated in Tabte J4. The first, secon¿l and third dimensions
of the Similarity configuration account f orlJ,O, f5.4, and
9.&Á o,f the common variance respectively, Íhese dimension
figures in the S uros titutab ility solution are 82.9, L2.5,
and 5.6%. Inspection of these saliences would suggest that
the second and. third dimensions are not important ones,
except in a few solutions, The third S ubs titutability
climension, in particular, accounts for very littfe of al-1 but
its own solution. This general- pattern indicates that the
athle tic/non-athle tic activity split of the first dimensions
is the most pervasive refationship present ín the data.
and. 6Ø"

S

ubs

L7?

Table l4
Ten Solutions' Dimension Saliences from INDSCAI
Analyses using t)Ofi Groups' Solutions
100ø
S

o].ution

Sinit_arity

100ø

Dimensi on

Dimens i on

L23
IOO/o Si-rr- INDSCAT,

lool

Sim

KYST

60ø Sín

KYST

Sim Sort Log
Sim Sort Freq
L0o1ô Sub INDSCAI,

100ø sub

KYST

60ø sub KysT

Sort T.,og
Sub Sort Freq
Sub

.54
.Bo
.66
.72
.74
.62
,80
'4?
.6?
.7r

Substitutability

L23
.54

.54

.32

,22

.32

.L0

.18

,24

.23

,20

.L?

,29

.22

.10

.25
.35

,tr

.32

,11

.68
.81
.70
.73
.79
.56
.?9
.42
.84
84
.

.35
.29
'r7
.30
,27
.56
.r9
.2r
,7L
,r3

.o?
,06

.oz
.08
.o7
.56

.r4
,10

.04
.04

Chapter
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DTSCUSSTON

This research was designed to identify aspects or
attributes of Ieisure activities which individual-s use in

their assessment of t¡ese activities' similarity and
subs ti tutabifity.
fhree data col-lection procedures were
usecl to determine their differential ability to produce
simil-ar mul-tidimensi onal- scal-ing solutions, and., lherefore,

similar conclusions.
Evidence relating to the M,D.S. sol-utions of t}'.e LlO%
Similarity Group indicates an acceptable recovery of the
original d.ata by the solutions in a reasonably low dimension
space. Although there is good agreement betr,veen the KYST
and INDSCAT, solutions, there are distinct differences as
welt, which are readily seen in the PROFIÎ results. The
nature of the truo procedures is such that INDSCAL solutions
should better reflect consensus of perceptions and be most
accurate. INDSCAL data ind.icates t¡rat the first dimension
of the three clinension sofution accounts for the major
portion of variance recovered by this solutíon, and that
the many subjects who used it did so to a great extent.
Both visual interpretation of the KYST and INDSCAT, sol-utions
and evidence from externaf information, that is, PROFIT
results, suggests that an active-passive property is
predomi-nant in the first dimension. A more discrete

IL9

classification of athletic and non-athletic activities
accounts for the high correlation between the first dimension
and. the active-passive property and the s irnple- difficuft and
indoor-outdoor properties' correlations as well. Cluster
anal-ytic results suggest that although the INDSCAL sol-ution
intensifies the athl-etic activity grouping, it is present
in the aggregate group matrix of dis s imilarities . The
extremely high inter- s imílarity of eight athletic activities
has resul-ted in such little dimensional- variance that interpretation is much more difficult for the INDSCAL soluti-on
than the KYST. Although these activities are tightly clustered
in the INDSCAL solution, this shoufct reffect rnost accurately
individuals' ratings of similarity. What woufd appear to
have hâppened is that people rated the eight activities as
very similar to each other, and not simifar to most other
activities, They seem to have generally ignored more subtl-e
dÍstinctionsr, anoñg thè athletic activities such as competitive/
non-cornpetitive,,.e¡ <>'rganized/non- organiz ed, for example, or
not found them important. The second dimension of the two
sol-utions corresponds with an individual-group c ontinul;m, and
is reflected in activities such as basketball, ancl volJ-eybal.l
being at one end and reading and playing a musicaf instrument
at the other. The third dimension of the KYST solution is
correfated with an indoor-outcloor scale but this is not
reflected in the INDSCAI solution, The third INDSCAI
dimensi.on is difficult to interpret , al-though social-
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entertainment/individual invofvement variation rnight be
reflected.
The interpretation of M,D.S. dimensions is not so easy
to do as determining the fit of the solutions to the data'
with such aiäs available as "stress" and "percentage of
variance accormted for." The labefs attached to the dimensions are of course arbitrary and do not reflect al-l sources
of variance along dimensions. The correlations between
activity properties and. projections on the perceptual
dimensions hopefully give some credence to the l-abels which
have been selected.

athletic/non-athletic c ornpari-s on would
seem to be the ovenriding source of variance present, other
sources of variance did appear. These are, in fact,
remarkably similar to those formd by Ritchie (f974) in his
analysis of housewives' comparisons of f2 l-eisure activities.
Ritchie chose a four dimension solution to represent the
group configuration, and from informatí on presented in the
1975 artricle, the common variance accounted for by these
dimensions coufd be formd' The clirnensions, l-abel-l- ed aetive/
passive, individual,/group, s imple/difficul t, and involving/
tine filling, accounted for 62, tB, l-l-, and 9 percent of
the variance exptained, respectively. These correspond
extremely well with. a comparabfe four dimension TNDSCAI
solution in this data, The first 1¡¡¡o dimensions of Ritchie's
study, at feast as labeffed, do seem to correspond with the
Even though the
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first two dimensions of the present Similarity solution,
Neither of Ritchie's fatter tr¡¿o dimensions seem to be
reffected in the third INDSCAL dimension. The present
research, with more activities and different subjects,
partially substantiates Ritchie's findings .
Ritchie chose a four dimension solution even though the
three dimension solution accounted. for 55% of the variance
with stress of ,045 . Since the fourth dimension did not
greatly aald to the fit and because it resul-ted in a sol-ution
which coul-d not be interpreted. direct]-y, it probably shoufd
not be interpreted. Although stress figures for the
Similarity solutions of this research were higher than those
found by Ritchie, and variance accounted for lower, this
can be accounted for, in part by research ( Young, 1970)
indicating that with more stimuli being scal-ed, stress
increases even though the solution may be relatively better
in recovering originaf inf ormation.
Neither Ritchie's dimensions or the Similarity dímensi-ons
of this research correspond with Becker's (19?6) description
of the dimensions found in his study. 0n1y two or three of
the activities used by Becker may be cl-assed as "passive"
anil this same_ number again as "indoor". It is not surprising
then that these dimensions are not reffected in the configuration presented. An indj-vidual-group distinction is very
hard to make for most of the activities of this study, for
exampfe, boat

racing involves individuals but requires

a
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group and, therefore,

this

woufd

not

seem

to be "availabfe"

as an interpretable dimension. Becker's configuration was
derived from an aggregate level analysis so that
potential1y valuabl-e inforrnation about individual differences
in perception is not availabJ.e from it.

of importance found in the configuration
of the f00ø Sinifarity Group correspond. welf with the
important classificatory dimensions postulated by de Grazia
(1962), The active-passive and gro up - ind.ivi dual dimensions
of the INDSCAL solution and the indoor-outdoor dimension of
the KYST solution are identicaf to de Grazi'a's active-passive,
social-solitary, and indoor-outdoor d.imensions, His "at
home - away from home" and "participant-spec tator " dimensions
are not reflected to any major degree in the present data.
Kaplan (1960) developed classes of leisure activities
The dinensions

by using dimensions derived from three seemingly important
aspects of activities; the invofvement of people, the rofe
of ru1es, and the level of movement necessary to gain
experiences, If these are transformed into the tems of the
present research, the invofvement of people might become a

group-individual sca1e, white the f evel_ of movenent wouJ-d
become an active-passive dimension. Two of these dimensions
as stated were observed, but the organization or rules
dimension was not. Unf ortlmately, activities on these
dimensions woufd not be grouped into classes along the same
lines as Kaplan's groups, Íhey are arranged at a very
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"concrete" level whereas Kapfan's arrangement is

much more

abstract. Íhis reflects, therefore, the obvious differences
between those configurations of l-eisure activities constructed
by researchers or theorists and "l-ay-persons", that is,
housewives, stud.ents, etc.

half of all students tested in this
research rated feisure activities not on the basis of
similarity but on the loosely defined term, subs titutabili ty.
This was done for two inter-related reasons. Past researchers
Approximately

1pf4; Moss & lamphear, 19?0) have suggested
"substitute" activities may be derived frorn factor-anafytic
studies based on participation rates, when, in fact, this
is not theoretical-l-y or practically obvious. M,D.S. offers
a way of deterrnining how activities fit into a space based
(Hendee & Burdge,

substitutability criteria, however that may be defined.
by the individual. Other researchers have assumed or implied
that M.D.S. solutions of feisure activities compared on
similarity based are the same as solutions from substitutability comparisons. This possj-bility was tested in the
on

present research.

subjects' juilgements of subs titutabili ty of
leisure activities proved to be generally retiabfe, it
appears that the refations among activities are much more
complex and susceptible to individual differences than those
found with similarity comparisons, This seems a reasonable
statement since higher stress values, lower overafl variance
AJ-though
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for, and lower individual subjects' accounted for
variance figures for al-1 Substitutability Groups' solutions
were observed. The first dimension of the three dimension
KYST and INDSCAL sofutions was correlated with the activepassive and s imple - difficult properties of activities' This
dimension is weighled most heavil-y by subjects and, therefore,
does account for most of the cotnmon variance ' They. also do
not reflect an extreme athletic activity clustering, although
the athl-eti /non- attrl'eti c label woufd in fact describe the
variance of Dinension 1 quite we1l. The second dimension
correl-ates with an individual-group orientation, although
much more so for the INDSCAL solution than the KYSÎ solution.
The third dimensions of both solutions do not seem to reflect
any obvious source of variation, even th ough it is highly
correlated with the ind.oor-outdoor property in the KYST
accounted

c

s

ol-ution,

results of this research have shown that the three
dimension 1ooø similarity and l-0Ø substitutability fNDSCAL
solutions
are only generafl-y c omparable except for the first dinensions
of each, which are extremely similar. In the four dimension
analysis this appears to be because dimensions were
extracted d.ifferently white in the three dimension case the
second and third dimensions of each solution are all intercorrelated, The three dimension KYST solutions might be
considered sirnifar if rotated to congruence but when rotateal
to their respective INDSCAL solutions, there are only
The
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moderate relationships between dimensions. What

this

ind.icates, therefore, is that except for the use of the
athLetic/non-athfetic activity grouping, which is much more
eviclent in the Similarity solution, comparisons of activities
on these two bases do not result in theexact same con-

figurations. S ubs titutability of leisure activities is not
synonomous with sinilarity of those activities. Unfortunately, the present research does not precl-ude the possibility of such factors as scale orientation, or more
importantly, instructions, being related to this lack of
correspondence. The "clefinition" of subs titutability might
have led people to use personaf preference and participation
as the basis for their ratings. In addition, it might be
that activities are intransitive in relation to substitutability, that is, a person might feel an activity is
substitutabl-e for another but not visa versa, This possibility requires the coll-ection of fuII matrices of pairedcomparisons for study, and further research,
The present research suggests that when actuaffy asked
to compare l-eisure activities on the basis of s ubs titutabili ty,
people use many different dimensions. So many, in fact, that
a low d"imension M.D.S. solution which is desirecl does not
explain much of the variance invofved in these comparisons.
Inspection of the M.D.S. solutions obtained suggests that
many activities do not have substitutes in the absolute
sense of smafl Euclidean distances between them, anal that
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in a relative framework some activities, such as
sewing, are vastfy different from al-f others. This is, of
course, only within the set of activities used. in the
present study. It is fikel-y that knitting, crocheting, and
weaving might all be considered as substitutes for sewing,
Some activities do seetn to cluster in the three climension
space, T,V., movies and Listening to music, for example.
The Substitutability Sort Frequency solution suggests how
a clearer pícture of substitutabl-e activiü,es night appear.
Swimming, basketball, badminton and vo11eyball fit into a
very smal-f portion of this solution's space, while f oi.,r
winter athletic activities filf another portion of that
space, for example.
The inabifity to interpret the dimensional variance
present, and the high infornation value of clusterings
formd suggests that the nul-tidimens i onal model used, which
assumes more or fess continuous variation along climensions,
is not in fact the most appropriate one possible, The
cfuster analysis model as used in this study and in
other studies is also not the solution. The hierarchical
moclel, as diagrammeit by a tree structure, assunes some
patterning or grouping along linear dimensions. This can
not give information about dimensions of importance in
comparisons, Al-l- clustering method sofutions are in fact
hiehly dependent upon the type of data used, the number, of
even

l

clusters wanted, overlap permitted between clusters

anal the
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of error in assignment of objects to clusters, This
and the lack of inferentiaf statistics availabfe to.
quantify clusters and their reliability makes cluster analysis
results usuall-y very subjective. A procedure for the use of
cluster analysis in conjrmction with M,D.S, may provide a
meansof describing substitutable activities within a
dimens ional- space. Degerman (I97O) proposed a rotation
procedure which all-ows for interpretation of both cl-ass and
quantitative variation in stimuli, simultaneously. Aiken
(f9?2) used. this procedl¡re with success in describing
structure and classification of patterns. Further research
is necessary to determine how substitutable activities
amount

accurately described,
The average time to complete the paired- comparis on task
for all pairs in the two 1001 Groups'testing did not prove
to be as long in this research as has been the case in
other reported studies. Two al-ternative data collection
nethods had been included to determíne if they woul-d require
may be most

less of subjects' time that the IOOrt pai'red.- c ornparis on task
but result in c omparable M,D.S. sol-utions. Both tine 60%
paj-re d- c omparis on task and the sorting task required
significantly less time th an tine 7OO% paired- c omparis on task
across both the Similarity and Substitutability instruction
sets. The sorting task a].so required less time than the
60/" paired,-c omparis on task. Assessment of the congruence of
solutions, however, proved to be much more equivocal .
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ltlithin the Sirnifarity Groups it is apparent that the
first di-mension of al-l- five sofutions reflects the activepassive property, and to some extent other properties such
as s imple - diffic u1t and indoor-outdoor. This is accounted
for in al-f cases by the appearance of an athfetic activity
clustering, the composition or "variance source" of the
second and third dimension across al-l sol-utíons proved to
be much more variabfe, Although the third dimension of the
I00/o Group' s INDSCAT, solution is not readily interpretable
that dimension in the KYST soi-ution does corespond to
indoor-outdoor variation. T,he 6O% Group's solution
compares fairly well with t:ne aOS" Solutions but has very
high stress values, The first dinension is an athletic
activity continuum and the third dinension reflects a generaf
incloor-outdoor order. But, the second dimension does not
reflect a group- individuaf pattern, or any other interpre tabl-e pattern, This is not consistent with the analytical
comparison of the INDSCAL ana 60/" solutions. The two Sort
sofutions which have very smaff stress vafues are readify
interpretabfe as having active-passive, indoor-outdoor and.
group-individual dimensions, These fatter two dimensions are

not in the same order as the INDSCAI and KYST sol-utions of
the L00% Group, but are present.
The actual interpre tabili ty of the Similarity Groups'
sol-utions is the most important test of c ongruence of
sol-utions but the resufts of the pseudo subjects' INDSCAL
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analysis gives further credence to these findings, The
actual three dimension INDSCAI, configuration accor.¡nts for
over 60% of the variance of each of the 6o/", Sort Log and
Sort Frequency solutions. The first dimension accounts for
the largest proportion of this variance, The two dimension

solution would probably accolrrrt afinost as well for
these solutions' variance as the three, The test of the
6O/" paireð,-comparis on nethod in this research is, in fact,
a poor one. Only hal-f as many subjects as the IOV/" Group
were tested, with the result that each stimulus pair was
INDSCAI

onl-y seen from 25%

fo

4V/"

as often. This means that the

aggregate matrix probabfy has much more

variability

and

error in it than t;ne L00% Groups.
The pattern of correspondence within the S ubs ti tutabili ty
Groups is very sinil-ar to that of the Similarity Groups.
The exception to this is the 6ú/" paired-c omparis on group.
Not only was stress very high, and recovery of the sofution
by the S ubs titutab ility INDSCAL configurati-on extremely
low, but the interpretation of this solution did not lead to
simil-ar conclusions about the sources of variation, that
the other groups did, As in the Simitarity Groups' case,
the number of subjects in the 6Ol S ubs titutab ility Group
was sma1l, and, given the generally greater variance that

in these groups in general, this poor fit is
r.]nders tandable . Both Sort Group's sol-utions reflected the
first tr¡r¡o INDSCAL dimensions quite we].l and also suggest
occurred
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that the third dimension might reflect an indoor-outdoor
pattern,
Although ít appears in the cornparison of tlne IOOI"
Group's solution that they are not in fact similar, the

solutions of the Similarity and Substitutability Sort Groups
are such that, except for differences in extraction. and
magnitude of effects, they woul-d lead to the same conclusions
in all cases, Active-passive, group-individual, and indooroutdoor variation is present in al.l- four Sort solutions.
The solutions are not visually identical but general
agreement is very apparent. One quite noticeabl-e difference
is the splittíng up of the athl-etic activities cluster in the
Substítutability Group into an outdoor, winter cluster of
four activities and an indoor cluster of activities. The
Sort method of gathering data, in the general sense, wou1d.
appear to resul-t in more "typa1", as opposed to d.imensional,
variance in stimuli. Burton (LO?5) discusses this indirectly
when addressing the probl-em of degenerate M,D,S. sol-utions
caused by sorting dissimilaríty measures v¡hich do not contain
enough infornatj-on about size, number and composition fron
a given subject's partition, He indicates the the T,og
measure, as used in this research, is less prone to degenerate
sol-utions than the Frequency measure used. The Frequency
data did not seem to produce degenerate soJ.utions, and,
in fact, were accounted for as well
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or better than the Log data.
One shortconing of the present research which is refated
to the type of data provided by the 6O% ana Sort methods
is the total fack of inforrnation about individual- differences
obtained from these data bases. This does in fact refate to
the avaifabifity, or rather lack thereof, of computer
programs appropriate for disaggregate analyses of data with
many missing values, or in which the assumptions of intervaf
properties do not seem tenabfe. There are such computer
programs which might be obtained, but this was beyond both
the scope and resources of this research.
Although this research has provided some further information about people's perceptions of leisure activity simila-

rity,

and has extendecl

the use of M.D,S, to leisure activity

ti tutabili ty, there are many questions to be answered,
and fruitful avenues of research to be explored. The most
obvious need is one of research scope, that is, sampling
of subjects. Many and diverse peopte must be sarnpled in
order to determine if there are generaf modes of responding
to the question of leisure activity similarity, and what,
íf any, are different subgroup styfes of response, Another
important area of research refates to the set of leisure
activity stimufi used. This research found that athletic
activities cluster together, in varying degrees, in
different M.D,S. solutions. The effect of such a core set
of activities on the arrangement of other activities in
space is one that merits attention. Is, for example, the
subs
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active-passive dimension found by Ritchie and this research
present when no athletic activities are included, although
when there are other active leisure activities, such as
fishing, hiking, and dancing? Can fine distinctions among
a set of activities, such as athletic activities, be made,
and what dimensions of variation appear? M'D'S. is
appropriate for preference as well as similarity judgements.
The relationships between preference structures and simifa-

rity or subs ti tutabili ty structures may be enlightening in
relation to individual- differences and relationships among
s

tirnuli

.

There are rnany important methodological problems that

investigated, Although the present research
suggests that sorting methods do seem to provide aggregate
M.D.S. solutions similar to a complete set of paired-comparisons, other research is not in agreement with this or
does not address the situation. Solutions from Sorting data
with many stimuli should be compared with solutions derived
shoulcl be

odologically sound incomplete paired-c onparis on
data sets, Rao and Katz (fg?f) have suggested that sorting
data may be transforrled into "second-order distances" which
are appropriate for INDSCAL, for example. If this is possible
and meaningful solutions can be derived, it removes a very
serious shortcoming of this method of data collection' that
is, the aggregation of individ.uaf alifferences' Burton's
(L9? 5) Log measure for sorting data shoufd be investigated
from more

ne th
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further to determine if it has properties such that sorting
data can be input into rnetric scaling al-gorithns, in
particular INDSCAL, Another area of research is created
through the availability of interactive computer facifities.
Young and CIíff (1972) and Girard and Cliff (19?6) nave
shown that excellent M.D.S. solutions can be found, with
rnany stinuli and with relatively few comparisons being made,
through the use of on-l-ine computer terminals anal an interactive M.D.S. program. This fine of research should prove
to be valuable for scaling large sets of stimul_i.
Although the present research attempted to clarify the
relationship between similarity and substitutab ility of
leisure activif,ies, rnore questions and problems were created
than answers. The problem of the appropriate methodological
procedure to use, be it M,D,S,, cluster analysis, or a
procedure using both techniques, needs to be resolved before
questions refating to the subs ti tutab ility of leisure
activities can be answered,
The present research was initiated to further clarify
the area of leisure activity description, classification,
and subs titutability,
Much more research, which will hopefully be forthcoming, is needed before any adequate conclusions can be reached.
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APPENDIX A

Sanple Instructions and Rating Scal-es
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!_

PI,EASE TURN

lHE
PAGE AND CONTINUE

0ther__
Year in unive¡sltyr 1._
2._ 3,_ l+,_
¡ength of Resid.ence in Canada: ______l¡ears
iength of Resj.dence in Manitoba: _years
Nunber of Wi¡ters spent in Manildba (including this
Coì.rnt¡y of Sirth:_
Country of Citizenship r_
Native Lan€uage ¡_
Cu¡¡ent Place of Residênce: House_ Apartment_
University Rêsidence_
Do you have a part-tine job? YeÊ
No_
one)

Gender¡ Mafe
¡enale_
Itlaj.ital Statusr Sing1e_ Marrie¿I other_
¡aculty! A¡ts
Science_ CoD]lrerce_ Phys, Ed,_

Agê

1N.F'ORMATION

The reseârch you are about

_

to partìcilate in Lg
related to leisurê activities. In o¡der to help ne better
un¿le¡stand the basic data you wil'. furnish, would you please
fi¡st filt out the section narked INFoRI,IATjON. ïthen you
have finished it, pfease continue.

EXPERT¡@I{Í ZOWIE

19. Downhiu skt
20. Danc ing/pa¡tying

17. Ba8ketbal-l
18. Icê skating

13. Attend concerts/plays
1þi Baùûinton
15. S1¡¡iD indoorÉ
16. Sew

11. Attend spo¡ts evênt
12. PIay nuÉical Ínst!ì.üûent

PIEASD TURN THE PAGE AND READ THE INSÎRUCTIONS CAREFI'I,TY.

10. Pfay cards

7. Read fo¡ pleasure
8. Window êhop
9. Vol-leybau

5. Movies
6, sno$¡ûobile

activLtieê ll.sted below.
1, ¡,iÊten to nuEic
2. C¡osscowrtry Éki
3, Visit with friends
¿1. Television

Iake a nonent andread th¡ough the líst of leisu¡e

Þ

ÍO

YOU }IAVE FINISHED YOI'R JSDCEMENTS, PUSH THE PILES
THE FRONT OF lHE DESI(, îURN TÍE PACE AND CONÍÍNIJE...

I'Ifi¡N

experihenter

will t¡y to help you.
If not, or when you! question is answered, begln raking
your si!ûilârity judgements on the activities. Work quickfy,
relying on your fi¡st inpreesion, Do not go back and change
âlU¡ previous judgenents du¡ing the coulse of the task.

degrees of similarity.
Please clo not turn the page until you hâve finished
¡ûaking your judgenents on aL1 pai¡s of actj.vitj.es, thât Is,
untiL you have gone thlough the èntire stack of conputer
caÌds.
If you have any queGtions ¡âise you¡ hand and the

to

The 6tack of conpute¡ cards you havê at your alesk have
the nalles of these activities $.ritten on then in pairs--two
activitieE pe¡ car¿Ì. ihe task asked of you j.s, for each lair
of âctivities, to indicate how slnLlar the two activlties
a¡e on a scale ranging f¡o¡d 1= ExtremelY si¡ûila¡ to 9 =
B<tremelv dissinila¡, Makê this judgement on any basis you
choose. That is, use any criteria for similarity which
seern refevant to you in rating each pair.
The fir6t nine cards in the plIe a¡e numbe¡ed to help
you order you¡ judlgenents. lhese shoutd be pfaced in a line
in front of you so that you can see then throughout the task,
When your judgement j-s lrade for a gj.ven card, llace i.t on
one of the nine pifeE in front of you. Remenbe¡, the numbe!
1 represents Ext¡eme1v sinila¡, the nunber 9 represents
Extremelv disslnílar, while the nufibers in between correspond

way.

In this exerçise you witl b€ askedl to conpa¡ê thê leiÊure
activities you have ju6t seen s¡ith each other in a specific

JUDGEIIENTS

wrLte
do$,n

in the
êpace provlde¿t

the tiúe right

PLEASE îURN THE PAGE ANÐ CONÍTNUE.

lr.

3'

2,

N

When you were conparing the activitiês on the coûputer
cards, you nade a judgement as to how siniLar they were. Now,
list the way(e) in which you nade theBê judge!ûents, That is
$¡hat methodê, c¡iteria, charactèristic6 of âctivities, êtc,
did you u6ê,

fhe tir¡ê is

Pl.eaÊe

crosscountry

PI,EASE TI'RN

fI{E

2
2
2
2

7
7
7
7
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

i

3

3

3

3

3

3

+5

\5
45
\5
45
45
45
L+5
L+5

+5

45

L+5
45
45
t+5
L+5
t+5
¡r<
t+5

PÀGE AND CONTINUE

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

7
7
t'
I
7
7
7
7
r
7
T
!
L
1
7

¡AMIf,fAR

NOT AT AI]f,

ski
Viêii lith f¡iends
îeLe'¡ision
Movies
SnorMno¡il-è
Rea¿l for PLea6u¡e
Window shop
vollêyba11
lfay car¿le
Attend sports event
PIay ltuBicaL in€trüûent
Aitend conce¡ts/P1ay
3âdminto¡
swilo in¿loors
sewl23
Basketball
Icè skating
Do\4îrìi1f skí
Dancin€;/pa¡tying

Lisien to ñusic

On

VERY

6?
67
67
6?
6?
6?

6?
6?
67
6?
.6?
6?
6?

67
6?
6?
6?
67

!'A}1I!IAR

the nu$be?edl scale6 béIow vrouL¿l yor¡ please circle that
you are with
nlûber which co¡reslonds to hoÌ¡ fgltiliar you feel
no
êach leisure activity listed' A value of 1 in¿licatea
stânds
namê
familiarity, neañing that you 'lo not know what the
that
for'. A value of ? indicate€ high faniliarity' rneaning
yoü have engage¿l in the activity oll mo¡e thañ one occasslon
o¡ seen it alone !ûore than once' The nutnbe¡s 2 - 6 indicate
varying ileg¡ees of fa$iliaritY'

FÀX1TÍ,IARITY

RAÍINGS !AS1(

CONTINl'B

2 = vely active
3 = Slichtty active
& = Neither active nor Passive
5 = slíehtlY Passive
6 = very Passive
? = Extrê¡lelY Passlve
Try to cover the range of each scale 1¡ naking your
intensity iu¿lgements. Me¡eLy clrcle thê dirêction alld
intensity level that best reflects your iudlgenent ¡egar¿Ling
each activity on thê scãles on the fou-owing pages'

\¡)

I {ou1d llke your ludgêÛ¡entÉ of the following leisurê
activltieÉ on each of the foLlowing bipolar scaLes'
1. Active / Passive
2. fndoor / outdoor
3. Simple / Difficult to Perfor¡û
1+' Group / rndividuar
5, Etlioy / Do not enioy
6. MentaÌ ,/ No nental involvenent
ln each case one of the bipolar ecalês wi]-]. be preÊênted'
Rate each of thê leisure activitiès on the ?-point intensity
scaIe. For exanple, the first scate would range fron
''Extrenely active" to "Extrenely passive"' îhe ful1 scâle
of ¿Iegrees of intensity (illustratêd for the first pai¡ of
phraÉes) is to be inter?reted as!
1= Ext¡enely active

for

pleasure

ca¡d6

Ðarrc7ttg

/ lartying

Dohùi11 ski

Ice skating

Sasketball-

Se14

Swin i¡doors

Badninton

Play nusical instrument
Attend concerta o¡ plays

Àtten¿L Eporta event

llay

Vo1leyba11

Window shop

Read

Sno$mobiLe

Movies

lel-eYision

I,isten to ¡¡usic
Crosscountly ski
Visit with friends

t23t+56?
723456?
72)t+567
r234567
123456?
r23t+567
!23456?
723It567
r23L+567
!231+56?
r234567
1234567
L23It567
!2J456?
723456?
!23456?
723+567
'J,23t+567
723tr56?
723456?

ACTIVA

CONTINI'E

PASSIT¡

fo!
pleasure

car¿lÉ

Dancing

/ partying

Ice êkating

Basketbafl

Se!,¡

swilú indoors

Sad.ninton

Attend concerts or playÉ

Play musical instruûênt

Atten¿l sports event

Play

vol-1eybal1

Window shotr)

Read

Snow¡lobile

Movies

TeLevision

l,istên to nuslc
C!'osscount¡y ski
Visit with Jriends

23t+567
23456?
23456?
23Lt567
23456?
23456?
23456?
23t+567
238567
23r+567
23456?
23456?
23t+567
234567
2JI+56?
234567
23456?
234567
231+56?
23t+56?
CONlINIJE

P

OUTDOOR

APPEND]X B

Stimul-us L,oadings

for M.D.S, Solutions
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Stimul-us Coordinates from IOO/" Similarity Group's
Three Dimension ]NDSCAI Sol-ution

-

Dimension

stimur-us
L

-.372

-.181

2

-.269

.74?

.134

3

,o9L

-.247

.209

4

,289

.o02

,L86

)

-.148

.297

.L6?

.t53

7

'¿)o
-.273
.26t

.ot7

-.216

B

.248

.135

_.o73

9

.266

.ort

10

-.253
. to)

-,L7L

-,olt?

tt

.tL7

.220

,425

t2

.L0 5

-.317

-,36r

73

,172

-.343

. ;00J

r4

-.24t+

,229

- .080

aÉ

-.238

,I7T

-.t53

t6

.269

,203

- ,572

1f7

-.258

.22t+

.077

1B

-,260

.050

.018

'IO

-.27t
-.tu5

,tLg

.t7B

-'4t3

-.003

6

20

t47

Table

J6

Stimul-us Coordj-nates fuom I00rt Similarity Group's
Rotated Three Dimension KYST Sol_ution
Dimensi on

Stimulus
T

.48B

2

-.?06

3

.20Lþ

4

.778

-,6t+2

.45t
-.54
-.r+7

6

-.61?

7

.?96

B

7.r83

9

-.990

10

.355

TT

.L 54

T2

.29o

L3

,5BI

-,372
.522
-.0o7
.357
,496
- .259
.353
-.969
-.885

I4
t5

-.650

.9r5

-.8L2

IO

7.L2t+

I7

- .8rB

18

-.850

10

-.Ð6

20

-.))r

.þBB
,779
.565
-.o27
.ro7
-.647

.7t9

-.242
.4sz
.35e

-.o73
.277

1.001

-.492
,229

-,006

-.690
.284

-.582
.063

-.o33
-.361
-L,026
.706
,og2

.596

.043

7t+8

Tab]-e 37

Stimulus Coordinates from 6Oy'" Similarity Group's
Rotated Three Dimension KYST Solution

S

Dimens i on

timulus
1

.3r2

-.483

-.445

2

-.909

,o23

.LB7

.004

-.t+6?

.302

-.160

.253

1+

5

.?6?

-,7t9

- .55r

6

-.465

.290

t.oo5

7

.643

-.ö)¿

-,178

B

.844

.+58

-.970

9

-.6L4

.843

10

.826

- ,184

-.212
.?6t

TI

,097

.580

.70r

t¿

.æ6

-t.t33

.287

t3
t4
I5

.2L6

-.44L

-.278

-.752

-.854

-.r95

-,4t3

IO

.93+

.550

-.346

77

1 .001

,329

18

-,342
-.582

.315

.t+z?

10

-.927

.060

.404

-.ûe

-.381

-.¿LL

-.278

L49

Tabl-e 38
Stimul-us Coordinates from Similarity Sort
Three Dimension Rotated KYST Sol-ution
Dimensi on

Stimulus
L

,928

-'o39

-,2?4

2

- .508

.962

-,063

3

.t7r

-.983

.

4.

.Bt5

-.006

.203

5

.597

-,254

.703

6

-.339

.894

-,167

18L

7

,

810

-.202

-.741t

B

.435

-.987

-.382

o

-.ö50

.323

.563

10

-.L93

-.719

-.45r

LI

.047

-.t86

. (o)

I2

,722

.783

-.93r

L3

.6?4

,tIttl

.567

t4

-.856

.322

.563

r5

-,7 52

.143

.080

Lo

.492

-.L77

I7

-.866

,784

-,987
,t+tj

L8

-'598

.492

- .0gB

10

-.4?4

.806

-.227

20

-.787

-. OI J

.26?

-

I.,og

L50

Table

39

Stimulus Coordinates fron Simil-arity Sort Frequency
Rotated Three Dimension KYST Solution

S

Dimensi on

timulus
T

.370

2

-.960
5r

3

.9

Lþ

.5t8
,t+50

6
7

- .803
t't É.1

B

.7 58

9

- .803

10

.984

u"

-.152

L2

.273

13

.t7 5

L4

-.8o2

rt
10

-.550
.6lZ

1r)

-.71þo

1B

- .599

L9

- .807

20

,4L7

-.790
.366
-.oo7

- .5r1

-.8L6
-.708
.280

,030

-.29r

-. )v (

-.ó¿¿

.424
.381þ
.378
-.232
-.4Ð
-.932
.384
.44t
-.o44
.44L
.779
,5IO
.098

-.400

-.zor
.4?o

.665

.448
.357

.554

-L.o94
,216

.448
.306

-.955
.465

- .08.3

- ,225
.680
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Tabl-e 40
Sti-mu1us Coordinates from too/" Substi tutability
Group's Three Dimension INDSCAÏ, Sol-ution

S

Di-mens

timufus
7

.265

)
3

-,298
,t23

4

ion

.034
,

!¿z

.

-t-

.2L6

ou

'20 5

,273

-.L06

.o 57

5

.z4o

,Lt+o

.L3L

6

-'257

- .003

-,20r

7

,t9 5

-.3I9

-.0þ4

B

,tzg

-.258

9

-.259

-.370
.r30

10

.L79

-.2+L

-.252

tL

.ro 5

,I92

-.209

I2

.r92

-,222

-.o70

I3

.286

,200

-.L50

t4

-.227

.000

-,225

t5

-.æ6

-.o49

- .1BB

16

.o87

-.482

.648

r7

-.253

,226

-.018

1B

-,290

-.033

.t65

lo

-.284

.246

.L28

20

.032

.7ry É

.118

-.230

L52

Table

lr1

Stimulus Coordinates from tOOfi Substitutability Group's
Rotated Three Dimension KYST Solution

S

Dimens i on

timulus

t
2

-'692

3

,209

4

.68?

-.7?9
.674
.o7o
-.589

5

.490

-.459

.tzs

6

-.45o

-1 .o4B

7

.983

B

.118

9

-1 .008

10

.869

LT

- .001

1.)

L,O3I

L3

.771

t4

-.930

L5

-.783

10

,4L6

t7

-.975

.798
-.083
-7.356
,7o7
,1+9r
-.164
.rlþg
-.273
-,1o9
.o2B
-.9?3
-.o97
.484
.go2
.642

.

ooJ

1B

t9

- .5?4

20

- .008

.423

-.395
.442

.046

.101

-.452
-.4t1'6

.264

-.288
-,3?6

-.398
-.2L8
.37L
.8BB

.o1B

.4o4

-,o2o
.553

r53
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Stimulus Coordinates from 6ofu Substi tutabitity Group's
Rotated Three Dimensíon KYST Sol-ution
Dimensi on

Stimul-us

t

.380

2

-.þ80

3

.825

. o+_L

Lþ

,202

'

5

.528

,277

.609

6

-.474

.9L3

.574

7

,438

-.450

.6oo

B

.693

-,4??

-'%t+

9

- .JB1

811

-.815

10

-,792

-L,224

.u1ô

TL

-.?62

-'fiL+

-.187

t2

.879

-.101

-.298

I3

.6?3

.304

.709

7+

-.75r

,LO5

-.495

rt

-.868

-.104

.086

L6

.499

-r.o6t

.049

I7

-.6?3

-.159

-.Ø6

18

-.003

.287

-.296

10

-.985

.502

20

.394

-'303
,4r3

-.283
,?to

.

ayo

.858

.002

-,o3L
1

.060

-. ( ()

t

Table

43

Stimulus Goordinates from Substitutabi-lity Sort
Log Three Dimension Rotated KYST Sol-ution
Dimensi on

Stimulus

L.Lt5

-.4L?

2

-1.757

,o32

3

.72L

,225

-.6U¿

4

L.1T2

-.299

,533

É

Q

art

.370

,r+49

.O3L

.2?6

,631

7

'78t+

-.738

.L 56

B

,t9I

-,IO5

9

-.705

.147

-.620

10

.593

-,244

-.485

!I

.032

.5tB

.110

t2

.428

-.870

-.038

t3

.548

.552

.279

t4

-.646

.255

-.604

t5

-.730

.099

-.602

Ib

.o34

-,682

,T4

1'

-.699

.222

- .585

1B

-r.043

.264

10

-L,160

'305
- .009

.J-io

20

.77 5

.363

-.58+

L

6

-I

.L7 5
.

LþL6

5Lþ

155

Table

44

Stimul-us Coordinates from Substitutability Sort Frequency
Three Dinension Rotated KYST Sol-ution
Dimension

Stinul-us

t

6

-1 ,030

7

.6? 5

B

.333

o

-.6to

10

.6gg

t7

.058

L2

.373

!J

.574

t4

-,702

L5

-.?56

t6

,oB2

I7

-,?04

-,1þ5r
-.253
.587
-,0682
.o53
-.467
-.670
-.670
.57r
.t64
.239
-.300
.L32
.594
.572
-.595
.599

1B

-.977

-,o7r

-.484

'Io

-r.169
.53t

.1Bo
.739

- .198

2

1

.041

-1 .137
,779

4

L,024
,972

20

-

.326

-.232
.195
.108

-.581
- .539

-.377
-.371

.r3t
.224

-.486
.BL7

-.623
.064

.Io2
.460

-.o02

.5Bo

